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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Peking, Nov. 1 Yuan Shi Kai has
been appointed premier of China and
he will organize a new cabinet as soon
as he assumes his post
Meanwhile, Prince Ching, whom
Yuan Shi Kai succeeds, will continue
liis duties as acting premier and will
have as associate premiers Na Tung
and Hsu Shin Chang, who up to the
present time have been vice presidents of the cabinet.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican

(By Special Leased wire to New Mexican. (B. cj,)ecai I.r.ased Wire to New Mexican')
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 1. With
Torreon, Mexico, Nov. 1. The spe-- j
the probable exception of City Attor- 'cal tram on the Mexican Central rail-- i
Fran-- ;
ncy John W. Shenk, the Good Gov- v.ay, carrying President-elec- t
yes Cisco I. Madero and his party from
ernment candidate for
terday's primary resulted in no elec Chihuahua to the capital,- collided
With but five small precincts head-oUon.
with a freight train near Go-- i
mez Palacio early louay. ine Aia-- ,
shows: Harriman 19,883; Alexander, dero party escaped
unharmed, but
1G.21S: Mushet, 8,009.
Trainmaster Alberto Sanchez of Go
The final election is set for Decern- - mez Palacio, was killed.
With Madero were Alberto Madero
ber 5, when Job Harriman, one of the
lawyers in the defense of the McNa and his wife, Governor Abram Gon
and General
mara brothers, and Socialist candi- zales of Chihuahua,
date for mayor, will again contest Orozco,
Street Fight at Torreon,
with George Alexander, the present
Mex.
incumbent
Torreon, State of Coahuila,
The great question confronting po- Nov. 1. Six federals and one Maderis
litical workers today was: "What ta were killed and fifteen federals
Will the Women Do?"
The newly wounded in a street fight here last
enfranchised citizens can muster a night The trouble grew out of an at- voting strength nearly equal to the tempt of four Maderista officers who,
men. Admittedly they hold the bal- it is alleged, had been drinking, to
disarm a gendarme. A mob gathered
ance of power.
and took the part of the gendarme.
Socialist Has Big Lead.
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 1. With Captain Benjamin Argumedo and the
but one small precinct missing, the other Maderistas were placed in jail,
returns of yesterday's primary give only to be rescued by forty other MaJob Harriman, the Socialist candi- deristas, who disarmed the jail guards.
date for mayor, a plurality of 3,477
Maderistas Take to Hills.
over Mayor George Alexander,
the The federal soldiers were then sum"Good Government" candidate for re- moned and fighting in the streets beelection.
The figures are:
gan. The Maderistas finally took to
20,1178 the hills and are camping near the
Harriman
Alexander
16,631 city. General Emillo Maro is coming
from San Pedro to assume personal
Mushet, polled 8,115 votes.
charge of the situation, which will be!
POLICE ASKED TO LOCATE
ccmplicated by the expected arrival
GIRL. from Durango of 150 Maderistas who
are coming to be discharged. It is
Cerrilos Family Afraid She Has Run feared they will join the men in the
hills.
Away to Illinois to Wed
Young Man.

wire

Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican)
nv Special leased Wir to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 1. The j Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 1. Six
of big naval guns announced to.ed men held up west bound Roek Isl- day the review of the Paeific fleet, and passenger train No. 4:!, known as
; the Companion
piece of the big display the Arkansas-OklahomExpress, mid- oi the Atlantic fleet on the other side)Way between Memphis and Hurlburt.
ol the continent.
Arkansas, early today, ransacked the
iUL "cei,
maps in an, wiui iwu mail pouches and bred seven nltro-submarines, arrived off Los Angeles piyeerine caps into the "local" safe of
harbor betore dawn and when thcvifce express car which not only tore
one oi;avay the safe doors, but wrecked the
m'sis iinea, uangni
tne greatest aggregations oi warsnips cars.
ever assembled on the Paeific.
The bandits were frightened away
Redistribute Office.
when a switch engine, searc hing for
Ships.
Ninety
Fighting
Almost
openafter
the
made
immediately
presiPrince Ching has been
New York, Nov. 1 Ninety fizluing j the overdue train, approached from
ing of the regular court session, Disdent of the privy council and Na
ships,
groomed for the first formal Hurlburt.
trict Attorney Fredericks withdrew
Tung and Hsu Shin Chang vice presi
event of the greatest mobilization in
Intimidated Train Crew.
of
to
on
state
the
the
vice
opposition
part
Tao,
formerly
dents. We Kuang
the history of the United States navy The robbers boarded the train when
Thombecomes
the
defense's
challenge against
roy of Kwang Tung province,
inspection by Secretary George Von it slowed down near Hurlburt, eleven
as E. Preston, an architect, who said
viceroy of Hu Peh and Hu Nana prov
L. Meyer swung at anchor in the .miles from Memphis.
Intimidating
his opinion that members of labor
inces, to which office Yuan Shih Chang
Hudson river this morning in a gray the engine crew by a display of weap
union blew up the Times building was line seven miles
was elevated when he was recently
ons, the men forced the engineer to
long.
founded upon . personal experience
recalled from official banishment to
back the train several miles. Then
Three
Missing.
Only
restore the imperial authority in the GEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER
with union men. He was replaced by
the Bar-- j the express and mail cars were cut
three
boats,
Only
torpedo
densouthern provinces. In the
a
Townsend.
Pasadena
TODAY.
jesse
ney, Tingley and Craven, were miss-lin- from the coaches and hauled ahead
bution of offices, the present minister
tist.
from the list of 102 vessels order a short distance, where the
or war, General Yin Tchang, who was Celebrated Author Weds
Interested in Election.
robbery was executed. In the
to
the mobilization, and the fleet
ed
in supreme command of the imperial
James B. McNamara seemed more as it
Before Final Divorce is
stood, included every batUe-- meantime, other members of the train
troops until he was superseded by
in
local
interested
deeply
Signed.
as well as express messenger
yesterday's
ship now in commission in the Unit-it'- ,
Yuan Shi Kai, is made chief of the
primary elections than anything else. ed States navy, twenty-fou- r
in all. ev- - and mail clerks were brought to sub-erof
much
the
prostaff.
This
One of his counsel, Job
general
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
mission by the robbers.
Harriman,
one in fighting trim.
the New York, Nov. 1. The arrival of
hastily constructed by
gram
was nominated for mayor on the So"amited Safe.
In Rainbow Colors.
throne in the hoDe of appeasing the the Kronpinz Wilhelm here today
cialist ticket at the election.
hen the detached cars were stop-tak- e
Early risers saw ship after ship
revolutionists, was made effective by from Europe, led to the discovery
'le robber began gathering reg-form as the mist lifted. Then at
an imperial edict promulgated today. that George Randolph Chester, the
set the charge
UNWRITTEN
LAW
SPECIOUS
Conon
the
flashed
a
o'clock
had
a
'frcd, mfa" in d,h then
signal
author and playwright, was aboard
Earlier in the day,
telegram
safe'
whl,e the
EXCUSE
MURDER.
FOR
line
in
burst
fe5!,,os,v
in
craft
nccticut and every
with a young woman whom he suid he
been received from Yuan Shih Kai,
over
train crew and
into rain bow colors from stem to 'he
which he asked that he be appointed had married recently in Paris.
coaches.
The robber
Any Red Handed Assassin Can Say stern. It was the first order ot the
When it was pointed out to Mr.
acting premier and set forth his imf
hiirS
nf!1""''"
He Killed in Defense of a
express
Car,
In
insneelinn
th
nrom.ratnrr
He
,lv
Chester
mediate plans for restoring peace.
that the divorce proceedings
(selected the larger of two safes for
Woman's Honor.
the afternoon.
hif. attack. This one, it happened, cou- proposed, he said, to stop the aggres brought by his former wife had reachInspection.
sive movement of the imperial tioops ed only the stage of an interlocutory
tallied only ihe less valuable pack(Bv Ppocinl Leased Wir to New Mexican)
The presidential yacht, Mayflower, ages. When the
and to open negotiations with the decree, signed October 12th, and that
Nov. 1. During
Opelousas, La.,
charge was fired, the
rebel leader, General Li Yuen Heng,. tbe final decree could not be granted
the argument of counsel in the case selected to carry Mr. Meyer and his ends and sides of the car were splintSenof
the
until 90 days had elapsed, he rushed
forthwith.
of Mrs. Zee Runge McRee, charged guests, including members
ered and the entire front of the safe
in agitation to the nearest telephone
A Chinese Roosevelt.
with killing Allan Garland, the "un ate and House committees on naval blown away.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J.
AT
The edict accepts the resignations and called up his lawyer. Afterward,
written law" was first mentioned this affairs, was anchored off west 23rd
has received the following sums
Frightened Away.
no for the
Just at this noint in the hnMiin tho
of the ministers, which were tendered he said: "I find that I committed
afternoon when Colonel T. L. Lewis street. The arrangements provided
Eugenio Romero,
treasury:
followed
on
crime
luncheon
I
a
in marrying abroad.
married treasurer of San Miguel county, $558.-96- ;
board,
of the
for the defense said that in Louisana first for
swjtch engine 8teamcd int0 s,kV and
following the acquiescence
"there is no law providing punishment, by a brief reception to Rear ArmiraL)he rohi)i,rS took to their heels wlth
throne in the demands of the national Miss Daremo in Paris as soon as I
MOHGANTQWN
Game and Fish Warden Thomas
for the man who attempts to seduce Osterhaus, commander-in-chief- ,
what they couW nagtily gral)
assembly and the army league. Ref- got word that my wife had obtained a P. Gable, $4.50.
his neighbor's wife, but there is an companied by the division command- as a reward for their daring it is beerence to Yuan Shih Kai's future pre- divorce." The new Mrs. Chester is
New Postmasters.
of
return
visits
an
the
ers
has
who
of
artist
"
illustrated
fleet; next,
many
by!ieved that what they got was ot
law
eminence is made as follows: "When
The following are new postmasters
Uni- - unwritten
Meyer to the flagships of paratively little value,
The prosecution objected, declaring
he has arranged matters a little in Mr. Chester's stories. Mrs. Chester's appointed in New Mexico and Ari- Attends Installation of
, zona:
the case was being tried on written the first, second, third, fourth, fiTlh
Hu Pels province, let him come - to suit named her as
versity of West' Virginia law.
and possibly sixth divisions and
BUL
Peking and organize a complete cabiMOVEMENT
William H.
Elenberg, Cantara,
President
ly, late in the afternoon, inspection
to
intend
on
"We
case
the
this
net and carry out immediately reforms SUITS AGAINST TRUSTS
try
FORCES UP PRICES.
county, N. M.
Cyrry
of
line.
the
entire
TO BE EXPEDITED.
unwritten law," responded
in politics and all other matters, and
Lewis,
Cecelia Alvarez, La Union, Dona
"that law and the law laid down by
Many Salutes.
Cheer Caused by Banking Interests
"pending Yuan Shih Kai's reign, let
Ana county, N. M.
IS GUEST OF DOCTOR WHITE that splendid old lady, Mrs. Garland,
General
iWicke,rsham in
the former ministers continue their Attorney
Orders on the Connecticut called for.
Advising Purchases on Long
Simeon
Cedar
Schwemberger,
who
Mrs.
McRee 'that every per- a saiute or nineteen guns wnen tne,
told
duties without negligence."
Hurry to Try Cases Against
side of Market.
Ariz.
Navajo
county,
Springs
son has the right to protect her honCoal Carriers,
Jobs for the Rebels.
secretary first unfurled his flag on the
Colds.
Have
Many
"
Governor and Staff and Board or'
The leaders of the National AssemMayflower, then each flagship was to (Br Special Loasotl wire to Nw Mexican)
Many of the officials at the oapitol
New York, N. Y., Xov. l The most
salute after he made his call.
Receive
Committe
bly met with Yuan's close friends to- (Bv Special Leased Wire to New1.Mexican)
is
with
Deter- are suffering from colds and it
Nov.
Columbus, Ohio.,
HOLM O. BURSUM IS
vigorous bull movement of several
day and decided that the government
Him.
they continue their
poli- difficulty that
months occurred today. The impulse,
should be required to accept all the mined to follow President Taft's
CONFIDENT OF VICTORY. HEIRS MUST RESIDE
anti-truwork. The attendance at political
given to speculation by the governdemands of the army league as issued cy of quick action in the
UPON
HOMESTEAD.
rooms
steam
held
in
heated
Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ment's attitude toward the American
from Lanchau on October 9.
It was cases, Attorney General Wickersham meetings
Republicans Are the Truly ProgresMorgantown, W. Va.,.Nov. 1. Presitobacco
also decided to require the appoint- today filed a certificate of expedi with windows wide open and doors
sive
and
Stands
It
the
was
for
Make
to
Must
And
it
Cultivate
Final
plan
Party
here
ment to high offices of General Li Yuen tion in the United States court here swinging, the difficulty of getting dent Taft and his party toarrived
for Working
strengthened by the unexpectedly
Declares Secretary
Prosperity
Proof,
from
Shore
kind
of
to
overcoats
cases
Lake
participate
the
weather
this
suit
the
Pittsburg
today
against
good showing of t'nited States steel
and Business Man.
Heng, the rebel commander, and Tang!11"?
of Interior.'
and the burden of removing such ap in the installation of Thomas E.
'"'"
"ut,1'sau "UL"C1"
Hua Lung, the rebel governor of Hu
to New Mexican 1 for the last quarter, and operations
Leased
Wire
(P.v
Specinl
of
as
the
University
roads and coal companies who were parel at the proper time, all are giv- Hodges
president
eh.
Holm O. Bursum, his step vigorous
Rapid City, S. Dak., Nov. 1. That for the long account were carried on
charged with violating the Sherman en as causes for the malady. Then, of West Virginia. The President left and
Price of Opium Goes Up.
residence
as
and
The demand for stocks
fresh
upon and cultivation of a vigorously.
tireless
apparently
law in a suit brought sev- too, the "fever" preceding the first his car at 9 o'clock and was met by as the
day he began the campaign Mr. homstead must be made y the heirs was increased by the extensive short
Amoy, China, Nov. 1. Planters here eral weeks ' ago by the government state election may be
and
from
the
a
committee
Morgantown
responsible.
had suffered not a of a claim holder who dies before covering and prices were forced upare taking advantage of the confusion be given precedence over other cases
West Virginia Board of Trade, and Bursum, apparently
Love Finds a Way.
the
from
arduous
whit,
campaigning his residence time is up is the deci-trip- s ward in every quarter.
from
activities
who
revolutionary
and
his staff,
arising
Governor Glasscock
and be tried at once.
which have carried him through jsion of Secretary of Interior in the
As prices mounted higher, bull opCaptain Fred Fornoff of the New escorted him to the residence of Dr.
and are raising an unprecedented crop
the counties in eastern New Mexico, contest of William Bartsch against erators redoubled
Mexico Mounted Police has returned
of opium in defiance of the prohibitheir efforts to
11
where
breakfasted.
At
he
White,
NEGRO RUNS AMUCK
in the Pecos valley and in the south-thfrom Cerrillos where he has been inclaim of the heirs of Thomas force in the short interest. Reports
tory laws.
o'clock, he addressed the student body western counties.
IN NEW YORK CITY.
Brown.
that banking interests were advising
It appears likely that the authorivestigating a rather unusual case. It from the steps at Martin Hall.
"I'm not a bit tired," said Mr. Bur-- j
The heirs did not live on the home-sum- , purchases on the long side of the marties will be powerless to mete out punappears that on Saturday night, Vioand
Several
"and I have enjoyed my trip be-- j stead for more than a year after ket helped to create a more cheerful
let Scaramella, aged 13 years, de- BUSINESSMEN KILLED IN
ishment for some time to come, and as Shoots Two Policemen
Citizens Before He Himself
cause I like to get out among the peo - Brown's death.
without telling anyone where
a result, the price of opium on the
sentiment.
Some of the stocks
parted
MISTAKE FOR GAME. pie, talk with them and meet them
Is Killed.
local market has fallen suddenly from
The secretary sustained the deci- - w hich had not shared proportionately
she was going. On Monday, or two
man
man.
for
"
sion of the commissioners of the in the early advance were taken
?5,600 to $4,000 per chest.
days afterward, Charles Ferrlo, aged Third Wounded
Hunter at
'ip
by Pot
"I have certainly received the great (.Tenerai i.ana umce at
(B? Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Veteran Recruits From Manila.
Washington, and Utted materially, especially St.
New YorK, Nov. 1. A negro ran 21, also left Cerrillos suddenly. Then
Land
Dawn
at
May's
Early
est
I
have
courtesy
gone
everywhere
was
1.
to
Nov.
The commissioner has reversed the Paul, vtiieh advanced to above 109.
Chinese veterans
out that Ferrlo
said
Manila,
amuck this morning in Algiers and it leaked
Over in some of the banner Democratic local land office, which had found for
ing, New Jersey.
of the war with Japan are preparing
Canadian Pacific increased its rise
two policemen and several citi- be in love with Miss Scaramella and
shot
nave
I
Deen
treated royally jtne heirs,
to send a shipload of soldiers from
to 3
United States steel. 2
it is alleged that owing to her extreme (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) counties,
was finally killed.
zens
before
he
and
I
appreciate the spirit shown by
Manila to China. Nearly all the old
the preferred 2
and Reading and
youth the match was opposed by her
May's Landing, N. J., Nov. 1. Mis- the audiences I have had and their
Chinese soldiers, who are employed
Union Pacific 2 points. Many other
parents. It is thought that Ferrlo taken for deer in the gloom of the open and frank discussions as indi-'- i
in or near Manila, have been marstocks were up between 1 and 2
may have sent her ahead of him to early dawn, Constant Steelman and viduals, when I met them
IN
personally.
shalled to the cause and are holding ITALY
his home in Illinois with the intention John Yost, businessmen of Pleasant- points with business becoming broad
"The
more
a
man
in
travels
around
Tfwee companies
of
daily drillst
er
and more active as nrices ad
of following her there and marrying ville, were killed, and William Jar vis this
new
state irrespective of
trained men are ready to leave.
vanced.
her. At all events an effort will be of the same place, was injured today, party great
or politics, the more he is imVALLEY Bonds were firm.
Canton Will Surrender.
made to locate the young girl and when a hunter fired at them at Weypressed with the fact that while we
San Francisco, Calif. Nov. 1. AdAmerican Tobacco sixes gained a
perhaps bring her hack to her home. mouth, six miles from here. The aian have people here whose forefathers
vices were received here today from
point.
who made the fatal mistake is said have been here for generations, that
Shanghai by the Chinese Free Press,
FEDERAL JUDGE DENIES
to be Charles Norcross, a stranger in while we have people from the east, Zero Temperatures Are Re' Urgent buying seemed to have been
reporting that rebels had driven back Unless Turkey Submits Immecompleted for the time being, and
INJUNCTION TO RAILROAD. the neighborhood.
the north, the south, from all over
the imperial forces and had
corded from Iowa Points
prices eased off a fraction with spec
land of our nation, we have
this
great
Will
Latter
the
diately
ed themselves ln the town of Shak-houlation becoming very dull. Ameria citizenship that can not be equalled
Thirteen of Them Object to Reduction ROSWELL HAS COVERED
Northward
about twenty miles to the north
Lose Islands
can Smelting assumed unusual prom
.
of Freight Rates By State of
THE M'DONALD BET, in any state and I don't care what
of
Hankow.
inence in the trading after midday
During the attacks
Missouri.
A message received over the tele- state it is. The people of New Mexiand rose briskly to C4
against Hankow, the Imperial forces
from Roswell today from E. A. co will measure up man for man
which was
phone
WAVE
COLD
TEXAS
REACHES
were under the command ot General IN ATTEMPT TO SCARE PORTE (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Cahoon, cashier of the Roswell bank, with any of them.
3
above yesterday's closing.
1.
An
Kansas City, Nov.
injunc states that the Santa Fe bet of $1,000
Fung Kwok Chong. It also is stated
Kumor of a government
"And the people in New Mexico are
suit
tion demanded by thirteen railway on H. O. Bursum has been covered by honorable,
that the Peking government had reagainst the company caused the stock
thinking,
Covered
ceived a telegram from Viceroy Chung Albanian Coast to Be Spared lines operating in Missouri against a the McDonald challengers but that good all around American citizens, Kansas, Nebraska,
to weaken. Belated covering by the
With Blanket of
recent state order reducing freight the second bet of $1,000 has been and it is a real pleasure to get around
Ming Chi of Canton, reporting his
short interest sent prices
Because of Fear of Foreign
upward
rates on steel and iron was denied by turned down by the McDonald backers. among them and to feel, as I fee', that
with another rush, with many stocks
White.
city to be at the mercy of the rebels.
in
C.
federal
the
Hook
Complications.
In reply, the government Instructed
Judge William
these people are going to make a state
showing gains of about 3 points. These
court here today. He said such an
the viceroy to consent to tue general
we can be proud of.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican! included United States steel, Ameritwo
would
unless
be
i
illegal
Leased
New
Wire to
Mexican) injunction
demands of the revolutionists with a By Special
"And you take those men who have
X BURSUM ON HIS WAY
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 1. A real can Smelting, Canadian Pacific. Le
Chiacco, Switzerland, Nov. 1. With other United States judges concurred X
view to holding that province In
come into New Mexico and have filed foretaste of winter, bearing snow and high Valley, Union Pacific and Read
TO DUKE CITY.
it.
In
granting
St
a view to bringing the war with TurHolm O. Bursum, Republican St upon homesteads. The nerve and en- - freezing temperatures, swept over the ing.
peace.
to Missouri Valley states early today.
X candidate for governor is on his $g ergy and courage that it takes
The close was strong.
Belgian Loan to China.
key quickly to an end, the Italian cabOVEW
way to Albuquerque which he St reclaim land now, when so man; From a temperature of zero, in
Nov. 1. Financial inet has decided that the Porte must JUDGE TURNS
Tokio, Japan
.
TO
GRAND
JURY.
BOOKS
3S
will reach tonight after stop-- St easier paths of acquiring a home are
N. Dak., the thermometer grad- TWENTY-FOUcircles here have been assured on re- either accept peace Immediately or
DROWNED
St ping at Bernalillo. He Is sched- - St open to the people, is one of the very ed down to twenty-eigh- t
liable authority that the appointment lose more territory. This means that
degrees la
IN THE BRINY DEEP.
Evidence Against Mc X uled to speak in the Duke City St best indications of the manner in northern
Incriminating
Kansas and Missouri. The
of Yuan Shi Kai as premier of some of Turkey's valuable island pos
tomorrow night. Mr. Bursum St which the resources of this state, down
Namara Brothers and the
China Is one of the principal condi- sessions In the Mediterranean will be
mercury reached six above at Huron, Two French Steamers Foul Each
reto
Unions.
Labor
X was well pleased with the
S(
the minutest detail, are going to be S. Dak., and was near zero at Sioux
tions under which the Belgian synd- seized unless she admits to her fate.
Other, and One Goes Down to
SS
It takes nerve and energy
ception given him in Taos and St developed.
icate has agreed to float a short-tim- e
It Is understood that the new plans (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X the meeting he addressed there St and persistence to build up any state, City, Iowa.
Davy Jones' Locker.
Snow fell this morning through
loan ot $18,000,000 tor the Peking
will be set Into action as soon as the
Ind., Nov. 1. Pos- X night before last was largely St! rr any farm, or any ranch or any busi-S- t
Indianapolis,
central Kansas, in western (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) eminent.
Marquis di San Guillano, minister of session of account books of the In- 9i attended. He regretted that he
ness.
It took lots of it back In those northern
Las Palmas, Canary Islands, Nov. 1.
... Rebels Seize Nan Chang.
foreign affairs, can reach the neces- ternational Association of Bridge and St could not arrive in Santa Fe St days when this was a wild country, Iowa, parts of Nebraska and South
Twenty-fou- r
Dakota.
local
to
the
Unit
According
persons were drowned
Interest
the
and
with
sary
Iron
A
other
news
Structural
Workers,
understanding
St in time to attend the meeting St a frontier infested with Indians and
London, Nov. 1.
dispatch
when
ed
States
the
the French steamer Diolibath
weather
;
forecaster,
McNamara St in his honor at the Capitol last
evidence In the
from Shanghai today says the rebels ed powers.
marauders, and it takes it today as It wave of cold is
sweeping southward sank at sea. The Diolibath was tow-It is expected that Italy will con- brothers dynamiting cases was today St night but the train was de
took it then, only along newer lines.
have seized Nan Chang, the capital
and
may be ex- Ine the French steamer Llhnra fn
freezing
temperatures
in
federal
coast
the
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to
tinue
to
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of
spare
bad
am
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"Politically,
tomorrow
and
in Okla- j Marseilles when the latter fouled
of
pectcd
avoid
tonight
to
the
on
criminal
order
X rains.
complications along Judge Joseph Markey
and are reported marching
noma ana uorineru icaks.
ner.
the Adriatic and in the Balkan states. court of this county.
(Contlnued on Page Ktght.)
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Egypt, Nov. 1. Reports
of Turkish victories at Tripoli, were
echoed here during the night in a tumult that at one time threatened to
be serious. The natives turned out
in thousands calling upon Allah to
confound "the infidels."
were exchanged between
Shots
Moslems and Europeans. One native
was killed and fourteen others were
wounded before the police had supScores of arpressed the rioting.
rests were made.
Italians Claim Every Battle.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 1. The
Italian government in an official dispatch to the embassy at Washington
today says: "We have been victorious
in all the battles on sea and land
without exception."
Alexandria,

i

-

j

j

(By Special I.oase.1

to New Mexican)

(!'.

Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 1. Ten
veniremen out of a panel of forty
summoned in the McXamani murder
trial, were all that remained when
Judge Walter Bordwell finished their
preliminary examination today. The
others presented excuses which the
court considered invalid, especially in
view of the probable great length ot
the trial. Three veniremen remained
from the preceding venire.
Biased Against Union Men.
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The Little Store
Everything

We Guarantee

Good to Fat and

Everything

Drink

I'ndPf tllK Rrfltld

Under the

to be as

Solitaire Brand

Represented

TWIN
Stomach

ILLS

and Bad Health.
Trouble
How to Escape Them.

Stomach trouble and rundown sysIf you can
tem go together, usually.
get the system built up, the stoiuach
symptoms disappear.

Union at Milwaukee, Mrs. Katherine
B. Patterson of Santa Fe, yesterday
afternoon addressed the convention
on "Proportionate and
Systematic
Giving." Mrs. Lila Carlin Moore was
on the program as National Organiz
er for New Mexico. Mrs. S. C. Nut
ter appeared on the program as state
president for New Mexico end
vice president of the National
W. C. T. U.
xof-fici-

o

W. H. JIcAmis, Birmingham, Ala.,
"I had suffered from stomach
tt'ruiliT
fir vfliirs hut fnnnrl Tintbinp NOMINATIONS MADE
that would give more than temporary
FOR STATE SENATE.
relief. My druggist said Vinol was
use.
me
to
for
It
best
gave It Will Be
(he
thing
s
Republican
me immediate relief, improved my apSocialists Have Candipetite and digestion and now I feel
dates in Field.
that I am all through with my stom

says:
i
'

Three-Fourth-

ach trouble."

WEDNESDAY,

CURE

CASCARETS

II

BILK

HEADACHE

Gently but thoroughly cleanse your
Liver, Stomach and Bowels
You feel great by Morning.
You're billious, you have a throbbing sensation in your head, a bad
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow, with dark rings
under your eyes; your lips are parched. Xo wonder you feel ugly, mean
and ill tempered. Your system is full
of bile not properly passed off, and
what you need is a cleaning up inside.
Don't continue being a bilious nuisance to yourself and those who love
you, and don't resort to harsh physics
that irritate and injure. Remember
that every disorder of the stomach,
liver and intestines can be quickly
cured by morning with gentle, thorough Cascarets thy work while you
box from your drugsleep. A
gist will keep you and the entire famChilily feeling good for months.
dren love to take Cascarets, because
they taste good and never gripe or
sicken.

Hp1
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The nominations are all made for
the first state legislature, which will
be important not only because for
j
the legislative foundations it must
lay for the new state but also because it will choose two United
States senators. The Senate will
members and
consist of twenty-fou- r
it will be presided over by the lieut- enant governor. The House will con
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 4a
I hose
members.
sist of forty-ninPURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH ALU CASH
WE GIVE REGISTER
nominated for the Senate are:
First District, San Miguel RepubOWN YOUR OWN GUN. THE OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
lican, John S. Clark of Las Vegas; George B. Bent of Belt.
HOME FROM THE FIELDS.
YOU HIS.
LENDING
(By Lizette Woodwqrth in Delineator) Democrat, Elmer E, Veeder of Las
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR OWN THINGS YOU WON'T SPOIL
Ninteenth District, Chaves county
Tomorrow it
to rain;
YOU'VE
j VegaS.
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL" SOMETHING
Republican, W. T. Sowgill of Ken-na- ;
Second District, Mora county Rej
The country-folout in the lane
t
.
BORROWED.
ot
F.
J.
Democratic,
world do go, publican, Juan Navarrro; Democrat,
Home through a half-li- t
IT'S "A SURE SHOT" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR ARMS AND AMSocialist, Henry Adams, Green- Soft figures each, with rake an3 hoe. Herbert W. Brown.
AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET THE
MUNITION
field.
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Third District, Guadalupe and San
BEST MADE.
Twentieth
county
Eddy
District,
The little old house out on its line
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Miguel counties Republican, Louis
The swaying clothes look palely fine
Ilfeld of Las Vegas; Democrat, Fila- - Democratic, F. F. Doepp of Carlsbad;
Wood-Davi- s
Co
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Progressive Democrat, E. T. Duna-- !
L'fts afar and dark against the sky
delfo Baca of Las Vegas.
of
Artesia,
Phone 14
way
If Its Hardware We Have It
That's like a candle going by.
Phone 14.
Fourth District, Rio Arriba county
Roosevelt
Twenty-Firs- t
District,
Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
of
D.
Burns
Thomas
Republican,
There is one window on the side
J. R. county Republican, W. E. Lindsey,
Democrat,
Tierra Amarilla;
Which draws that color like a tide
Portales; Democratic, A. J. Evans;
Ball of Espanola.
Into itself, and high up seems
Phone, 19 Black.
Fifth District, Bernalillo, San Juan Socialist, J. I. Temple.
Twenty-SeconA veiled and lovely thing of dreams.
District, Quay coun
and Sandoval counties Republican,
L. Klinefelter of
C.
ty
Republican,
DemoL.
of
Perea
Jose
Albuquerque;
A pool, somewhere within the grass,
J. F. Sulzer of Albuquerque; So- Obar; Democratic, C. H. Alldredge of
crat,
Phone,
Is but a piece of painted glass;
cialist, C. E. Glecker of Albuquerque. Tucumcari; Socialist, D. Roy Welch.
Behind the trees, so frail to view,
coun
GORMLEY
Twenty-thirDistrict, Curry
Sixth District, Rio Arriba and SanBl'k,66i9
A touch could shatter it in two.
doval
Epi- - ty Republican, George Singleton of
counties Republican,
of
T.
J.
Democratic,
Clovis;
Babry
A. Miera of Cuba; Democratic,
The trees themselves are cloudy all, jmenio
Clovis: Socialist, Eliah H. Bruce.
Jose M. Lopez of Alcalde.
And backward stretch in a long wall,
Twenty-FourtGrant
District,
Bernalillo
county
Seventh
District,
That breaks, and shows them one by
county
Republican, W. D. Murrray
of
A.
Kaseman
George
Republican,
one,
Isaac of Silver City.
Democratic,
Albuquerque;
Drifting into the wistful sun.
Socialist,
Barth of Albuquerque;
We can furnish beautiful
DEMOCRATS TELL
Ment Oleson of Albuquerque.
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Small, distant sounds that come' and
IN
LIES
CAMPAIGN.
ReColfax
county
NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
Eighth District,
pass,
C. Craaipton of Raton;
E.
ALFALFA SLID. All kinds cf flov.ers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packaJ Run in a tune
publican,
in State Colors for 65c.
along the grass;
Howard L. Bickley of Candidate for Secretary of State Lets
A dog's bark, In the dim road there, Democratic,
Loose Big Whopper at
Raton.
Puts something lonely in the air.
Appropriate Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Las Cruces.
Ninth District, Union and Colfax
Etc., furnished reasonable at short notice.
And sometimes, with a puff of dust, counties Republican, Eugenio B. Gal
Antonio
from
Lucero
Las
Vegas
legos; Democratic, Dr. J. C. Slack of
Blows out the east a single gust,
PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
spoke here last night and amongst
Clayton; Socialist, A. L. Ratcliffe.
And carries with it as it blows
alwhich
other
false
is
it
statements,
Tenth District, Santa Fe count- yPhone Black The five pink petals of the rose.
Phone Black
Republican, Benjamin F. Pankey of leged he made, is: "The Republican
45
45
A. convention at Las Vegas which nomMiguel
Caught in that swirl, the flowering Galisteo; Democratic,
inated the state ticket was held beFe.
Otero
of
Santa
weed
Eleventh District, Taos county Re- hind locked and guarded doors, no
Leaps up a very flame indeed,
And rocks and rocks, for that it must, publican, Squire Hartt of Ranches de one was permitted to enter except
A shaken yellow down the dust.
Taos; Democratic, F. W. Drake of the delegates unless they paid the
guards a dollar each," and he then
Hodges.
asked who stole the money collected.
But the gust's done.
Twelfth District, Valencia county
The pathway
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
.
shows
Demo This false statement was taken down
Republican, Boleslo Romero;
The silken tatters of the rose;
stenographically.
cratic, Herbert M. Hill of Belen.
Stirless against snapdragon bloom,
Thirteenth District, Sierra, Grant,
A little fire in a great room.
of
All
Luna and Socorro counties Republi
can, Charles J. Laughren of Deming;
Ale
Hifch
And down the fading track below, Democratic, Edward D. Tittman ot Hay Fever and Summer Golds
The country lads and men do fjo;
Hillsboro.
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Now one, now two, and three in
Fourteenth District, Socorro coun
AND WE RECOMMEND
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
sight,
ty Republican, A. C. Abeytia of So
They seem to walk in candlelight.
corro; Democratic. Abelino Roznero Foley's Honey
CO.
MINERAL

'

IT

GROGERY

It

We firmly believe that all Xorms
of stomach trouble due to impaired
general health, can be permanently
cured by the use of Vinol, our de
licious cod liver and iron preparation without oil.
Its remarkable tonic and strengthening effects are exstomach
actly what the weakened
We guarantee that Vinol will
needs.
do all that we claim for it and give
back your money if it doesn't. The
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

Stre

The Delicatessen

e

k

Ros-wel-

j

i
j

Hardware

'

LOUIS NAPOLEON

d

AND

WHOLESALE

d

RETAIL

h

Pennants for Decorations

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

BARE-FACE-

LEO HERSCH

I

Why Import Mineral Water?

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Ginger
Special

DAWSON COAL

" The

Quality Coal."
Near Union Depot

333 HICKO.X STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

I

""

Fifteenth District, Torrance,

JtHOUND THE STATE

Arrested for Drunkenness.
Turnino Esquibel was arrested at
East Las Vegas for drunkenness.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Gar
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco

NOW IS THE TIME

Street

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

You

are requested to call and see. and
hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS
LEARNARD-LINDEMAIS-

are ordering in

OF THE HOUSE OF

COMPANY

N

shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
car-lo-

ad

and Tar THE SANTA FE

of San Marcial.

Girl Fatally Burned.
Edith, the seven year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lewis at Ramah,
McKinley county, was fatally burned
dying after hours of agony.

abandonment and
The
two children. Mildred and Harold.
were entrusted to the defendant's
care.

Established I960
LEARNARD &
Estate Must Pay Back Taxes.
A Judgment was handed down In
CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico
LINDEMANN
the district court of Sandoval county,
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
compelling Emilia M. Perea, adminis
tratrix, and Abel E. Perea administrator, of the estate of Pedro Perea, deceased, to pay to the territory of New
Mexico back taxes for the years
1903, 1904, 1905 and 1906, amounting
For hlr at popular pries Bnggl and taddls heraM,
to $657.36.
New Mexico at W. C. T. U.
THEODORE COIKICL
CetllCK'S HACK LINE
1
Convention.
Phon Blaek 112.
At the National Convention of the
Woman'
Christian
Temperance

'

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

tm.

Compound

Lin-

coln, Otero and Socorro counties Re
For quick and definite results.
M.
William
publican,
McCoy ot For
COUGH, for the COUGH
John W. that MEASLES'
Mountainair; Democratic,
follows SCARLET FEVER, for
Terry.
CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, for
Sixteenth District, Dona Ana coun- ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of
whatever
B.
Holt
of
Las
H.
origin, including CHRONIC
tyRepublican,
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
Cruces.
Seventeenth District, McKinley Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
For sale bj all druggists.
county Republican, Gregory Page of
S.
E. Aldrich of
Gallup; Democratic,
Gallup.
Eighteenth District, Otero and Lincoln counties Republican, J. M. Bowman of Alamogordo;
Democratic,

Raton Girl Burned to Death.
Miss Bertha Risdon, aged 26 years,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Ris- Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
don, was burned to death while visitThat Contain Mercury.
ing with relatives at Medford, Oregon. as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely deDeath of Thomas E. Curtin.
range the whole system when entering
Thomas E. Curtin, at one time a it through the mucous surfaces. Such
resident of Santa Fe, a native of New articles should never be used except
Jersey, and aged 37 years, died at en prescription from reputable physiColorado Springs where he had spent cians, as the damage they will do is
the past nine years.
ten fold to the good you can possibly
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
Hold-Up- s
at Raton.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
Contractor Frank Jeralds was held & Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no merup at Raton and relieved of $23 In cury, and is taken Internally, acting
cash. Ivan Russell, a saloon frequent- directly upon the blood and mucous
er, was arrested at Raton on the surfaces of the system. In buying
charge of holding up L. J. Edmunds, Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
sales agent for the Swastika Coal the genuine.
It is taken internally
Company.
and made in Toledo,
Ohio by F. J.
Testimonials free.
Cheney & Co.
Granted a Divorce.
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
Mrs. Erma M. Grounds was grant- bottle.
ed a divorce from John M. Grounds
Take Hall's Family Pills for
ar. Albuquerque on the eround of

WATER

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

Goal

WHOLESALE
A1SD RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILL08

Wood
Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T.&8. F. Depot.
Telephone

Telephone 85

85

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 2)

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call fer
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursday! and

Fridays.
All work la guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CAD CAIC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUlV

dAlX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

R M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

LIVERY STABLE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
.

CH AS. O ANN,

Prop.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north bouno train and arrive at Two Doors Below p. Andrews Store.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 26c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered Hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take in
the surrounding town. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
Station.
New York Chop Suey 50c

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

in Need of Anything
in the LIVERY LINE
Drivers Furnisfcei

Who

Don Qaspar Ave.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

Zook's Pharmacy

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

Sand

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,
and Oe.sh

jfa

DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

yj

;-

-:

- -

New York.

FtQetah.
VIOLET SANDAL SOAPS.

Phone
213
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ALL WRONG.

ILL

The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa
Fe Citizens.
Don't mistake the cause of backache.
To be cured you must know the
cause.
It is wrong to imagine relief is

.

h

'3

'

yfCLED"
Just As Sure As the Sun

cure.
Backache is kidney ache.
You must cure the kidneys.
A Santa Fe resident tells you how.
Tfhomas M. Baca, Cerrillost St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "My faith
Pills is just as
in Doan's Kidney
strong today as when I publicly
recommended them in 1902. I was
caused much suffering by backaches
for three years and though I never
laid off from work, my back was so
painful that it was all I could do to
get around. Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved me and I had no return
attack of the trouble for six months.
At that time my work brough on a
I at
recurrence of the complaint.
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
they gave me relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deserves
the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

it was a great pleasure to him to
speak to an audience of Santa Feans.
He said that it was true that he had
not come to the convention hail prepared to deliver the speech of the
evening as be had hopes early in the
day that Mr. Bursum would arrive in
time to deliver the chief speech himself .(Cries of "Hurrah for Bursum").
The governor then said: "But my
friends, I hear tonight that the Denver & Rio Grande has broken its record of being a day late and is only
four or five hours late, (Laughter.)
Mr. Bursum is on that train coming
from the north, and we had hoped
that he would arrive for the opening

jiiXICD

fte MMu at afpsfc
Fusionists Were Too Slow.

Deming orchestra was gcod.
They talk about Hagerman making,
a fight on II. O. Bursum.
It is mak-- i
ing votes every day for Bursum, if
the Deming meeting is a sample of
Hagerman's personality and jibility.
Hagerman is a frost and the Democratic bosses, to their sorrow, have
just found it out. Albuquerque Herald.

The district court at Albuquerque
sustained a motion filed by Francis
E. Wood of this city, on behalf of the
Republicans of Sandoval and Rio Arriba counties, quashing a writ of
mandamus issued to compel the proCAPITOL
AT
MASS MEETING
bate clerk of Sandoval county to accept and place upon the ticket the
of the meeting."
Democratic bushwhacker nominations
T. B Catron Presides and ForceThe governor tnen reviewed his ca- for senator and
representative for the
Bursum and Hagerman.
reer in the territory and thanked Mr. district
fully Defends the
comprising Sandoval and Rio
who
Holm O. Bursum, at the age of 12
before
for
Catron,
him,
spoke
Constitntisn.
Arriba
counties.
kind words
about the governor's
yer.rs, was left alone in the world,
services on the bench before assumbis
parents dead and without a cent
At Rio Medio.
Despite the fact that the Republi- ing the highest office in the territory
or a friend. He has worked on the
can candidate for governor, Holm O. The
M.
A.
Jiron, section, as a dishwasher in a Denver
Ortiz, Esquipula
governor said that when he first
Bursum could not reach the meeting came to New Mexico he
Charles C. Catron and C. C. Closson restaurant for his meals, as a freight-havappreciated
and
to
address it
U.st night in time
returned from Rio Medio where Ur on the plains in the Indian
its lack of attractiveness then. He
as
despite the fact that all Santa Fe said pioneers like Mr. Catron deserve they held a very enthusiastic meet- - a common laborer, as a miner,days
as' a
knew that Mr. Bursum's train was much credit for their confidence in ing last night A dance followed the j clerk in a
store, as a sheep rancher,
a
held back by unavoidable delavs,
the land and their work to build it up. political gathering. It was largely He has educated himself by studying
out
crowd
turned
big and enthusiastic
Continuing, he said: "My friends attended. An amusing feature of the j when he was not toiling for his
last night at the Hall of Representa- for sixty years we have been climbing affair was the fact that the Democrat- - bread. He is a self made man. daily
tives to cheer for the Republican the ladder of statehood and now we ic workers were in the same precinct j Herbert J. Hagerman never did a
ticket and to welcome the two speak- have reached the top and are to get the same evening and also gave a day's work in his life. His father's
ers, of the evening, Governor William the boon we've
sought. (Applause.)
dance, but the Republicans declare pull and money made it easy for Hag- J. Mills and Thomas B. Catron.
their dance was the drawing card, erman to get social prominence, easy
Taft Approved It.
The entire capitol was brilliantly
s
of the people in Jobs such as a place in the legation at
getting
"We
much
of
hear
the constitution
bt. Petersburg where he associated
lighted and the pennants and bunt of this new state, the constitution un- Pojuaque to it.
with the Russian "nobility." Hagering which served as decorations for der which we are to live. This conPUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR
other occasions gave the building and stitution PRESIDENT TAFT FOUND Keep Hagerman Out of the Pecos man never made a dollar. His parents left him his fortune. The very
Department of the Interior,
the hall a festive appearance.
Valley.
ONE OF THE BEST INSTRUMENTS
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Band Plays.
ne. is
ding today in an ef- The
who
A
OF GOVERNMENT FRAMED BY
Democratic bosses,
pushed mo"f
(Pecos Forest.)
to
and defeat Holm
disgrace
ruin,
was
there
Band
conthe slate through the Santa Fe
The First Regiment
PEOPLE." (Applause.)
October 10, 1911.
from ,h fortline left
B"rs.um- discoursed
stirr
In
and
uniform
deal
with
Levi
and
the
full
made
vention
Mr.
of
The
Jose
then
Notice is hereby given that
spoke
"
y
He was born with
trio of Flood's governor
Bursum
visit here and while he paid A. Hughes and H. J. Hagerman, are the Sn00n re'anyes.
h. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who on ing airs and the
SoId " his mouth. His
orootsr
after
voices
song
.rripf
having
song
ihn
thv
sang
him a few compliments on being a
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 07866 supreme
patn ha been a rosy on- - Tfle very
to a delighted audience.
W
SW
No. 10100, for SE
very fine gentleman from that cul- expected in their efforts to keep the
wealth he has known all his
in
the
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14, The presence of many ladies were tured and historic state of Virginia, Democratic party together and retain fase .and "",ue mm
SE
u"c
was
and
have
noticed
"'competent, out
control
the
audience
they
M.
gained.
N.
11
they
did
not
mince
words
he
15
in
E.,
N., Range
telling
yet
Township
m nnint hionir it of toucn Wltn real men the men who
men
apin
as
the
Tkv
as
enthusiastic
Kn
intenhow the grandfather clause had been
Meridian, has filed notice of
labor aru toil t0 live- He is a spoiled,
tion to make final five year proof, to plauding the speakers. Many people introduced in Mr. Flood's state to is said, to keep Hagerman out of the pampered youth,
tne
Pecos
during
valley.
disfranchise the colored man and addestablish claim to the land above de- stood in the doorway
was ed this
"e aon 1 hnow whether the Ros- Hagerman lives In the Pecos val- warning: "Mark my words,
scribed, before the Register or Re- speechmaking and the gallery
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COOK'S was not to aid the Democrats that he under the caption "Peril to New Mex-vta- s
not going to remain in the Demo- - ico," and in that connection desire
cratic party that he wanted to be a to refer to a condition in the wool
and such like weak re-- dustry, which is seldom referred to
HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER
that is the great increase of cotton
marks that he killed the effect of his
Every Housewife Should Have
THE WORLD AS
m the manufacture of clothing and
entire speech at the very start.
a Copy
When Hagerman got up to speak other fabrics.
By Mrs. Janet McKetizie Hill, Editor of there was only a short ripple of hand
The World Almanac for 1911 gives
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
He spoke for nearly two ithe following information, on this
clapping.
either alone or
"Cotton,
hours, talking in a monotonous drone, subject:
The Cook's Book has been pre- without
mixed with wool, has largely supplant- and without force.
spirit
pared at a cost of many thousands
When he concluded, he received ed wool as the material of a great
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
of dollars, in the interest of better another ripple of applause.
At no number of fabrics.
There are Im- trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely
and healthier cooking. It shows time, while talking, was there the portant increases in the silk yarn
free from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of
the way to reduce the cost of liv- slightest applause nearly all those used and in the yarn of jute, ramie,
ing, containing as it does over 90 present exhibiting signs of flagging in- - and other vegetable fibres."
Taking
any kind whatsoever. It is administered
this view of the matter it seems plain
tested.tried and proven terest.
thoroughly
WITHOUT
HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
Hagerman's trump card a violent that, in all probability, wool will Dever
recipes that will be successfulevery
such high prices as it was
time, if the few simple directions and personal attack on H. O. Biirsum command
fell absolutely flat and not a sound wont to do some years ago. This
f
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and finanare followed.
l
applause greeted his vindictive ut- - counts in part for the low price of
cially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more
wool at present, and although this is
This is truly a wonderful book, terances.
healthy condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
The meeting was in every sense a well known, the Democrats with their
showing as it does in hundreds of
THE NEAL TREATMENT has been off ically adopted by
ways how to lighten the good frost and while the people present usual disingenuousness, keep demand- housewife's burdens and solving showed the speaker courtesy, they did ing, why is wool so low under a high
the government of Australia and other state governments and
tariff?
reason
Another
bake-da- y
SIXTY-ON- E
problems successfully. r.ot applaud him and today in Deming, protective
INSTITUTES are now in operation or opening in
those who heard Hagerman say that lor said low prices is that, notwith-tseen
be
must
be
to
It
apreally
did not make any votes standing the tariff on wool, we impornot
the United States and foreign countries.
preciated, for the recipes are illus- ter the only
Democratic party, but he in- - ted during the last year the enoimous
Literature and Full Information Will Be Furnished Upon Application.
trated in natural colors. Those jured it
amount of 263,939,584 pounds, while
who have seen it, immediately say:
When Hagerman concludede, the the entire wool production of the
The Original Neal Three Day Cure.
"It's the best Cook Book I've ever audience made haste to get out of the United States, during the current year
seen" and you will too.
opera house and not a single man was only 328,110,749 pounds. Now it
CALL OR WRITE
,
be asked, how is it that such a
a
of
Yon can secure copy this valuable went forward to shake hands with the may
book absolutely free by attaching the speaker who stood dejectedly and for-- large amount of wool can be Imported
in spite of the duty paid on it? The
lornly with six Democrats.
colored certificate packed in
cans of K C Baking Powder to this adCredit should be given to the Luna answer is plain to all who des'.re to
Almost every counvertisement, sending both to the Jaqubs County Democratic Central Committee see the truth.
512 Nortii Second St. Phose, 321,
ALEl'CUEM.M.
Mro. Co., Chicago, 111. Write your ter It had the opera house decorated
97
Mine and address plainly.
,
handsomely and the muslo
(ContlniMa on Page Six.)
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INSTITUTION IN

COMMERCIAL, LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

foSeparaterm Departments
Sends For Prospedtus

BROTHER

EOMD,

PRES

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

far

"The West Point of the Southwell"
Ranked b7 United States War DeInstitutpartment as "Distinguished
ion." Army officers detailed by War

it

Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location ot any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
address:
CQL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent
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WE that
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to the minute in every
particular, and we also
add durability. A shoe
that is a perfect fit will
wear longer and look
well to the end.
Besides being distinctive and unusually attractive these shoes have
special wearing qualities
that we will be glad to
point out to you.
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Its FREE.
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STETSON SHOE

stranger to the majority of people you
meet, first impressions will be made by your
personal appearance, by your clothes, and,
especially, by your shoes.
Then travel in footwear of quality. It gives
you a distinctive tone. The STRUTT is neither
too loud or too quiet, it is just righta gentleman's stylish model. Vici Kid, Gun Metal,
Russia Tan' Lace or Button.
A
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NOT THE TIME FOR TREASON,
If there ever was a time when
a Republican voter .should be loyal
to his party it is at this election.
few short months bko, the repre- of the Republican
party
were at the National Capital asking
a Republican President and a Repub- Mean United States Senate to make
Mexico a state.
Democrats from this Territory and
also Democrats of the Owen type at
Washington were endeavoring to de-- :
feat statehood and there was immi- nent danger of failure of the Republican effort.
President Taft, it is true,
was doing all in his power to secure
pd mission without delay, even with
the incubus of Arizona and its radical

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
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Editor and President.
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..

1.00

..
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..
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victim had been the murderer, the
people of that same section would
have probably lynched Rodriguez as
Quickly as negroes are lynched in Mis-sissippi and other Democratic
munities upon the slightest pretext
and without the least formality of a

trial.

Xo

wonder

that

FIRST

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofSce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amont the Intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest

QN WHICH SIDE

satisfaction that the Republicans
New Mexico are standing by their
promises and many Democrats will
stand with them on November 7. out
cf a sense of gratitude for the bles- -

GOVERNOR HOLPyl O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY,
i
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
- AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
COUNTY.
VALENCIA
SYLVESTRE
TREASURER
MIRABAL,
ATTORNEY GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
B.
ANDREW
OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENT
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION
COUNTY.
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUN-TY- :
ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
C,
COUNTY.

Agents, V. S.
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OFFICERS.
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Cashier.
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Assistant Cashier.
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An honest man in business will be
EDITOR OF NEW YORK'
an honest man in politics and a mar. made for the Legislative House:
WORLD TO HIS LAST REST.
First District Valencia
county:
without principle fn politics will show
it in business.
What do the honest Republicans, Zacarias Padilla, Miguel
Baca- - umocrats: raoio (jasuuo Episcopal Church Choir Sings Joseph
SHERIFF CHARLES CLOSSON.
voters think of such men? Will they
Pulitzer's Favorite Songs
Hoffman of Belen.
CELSO LOPEZ.
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at Funeral.
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RIVERA.
Democratic: Nazano G. New York, Nov. 1. The Episcopal
ASSESSOR TELESFORO
as the Progressives have waged, is it Mogollon.
church
the last rites this
FIRST DISTRICT, GEORGE KINSELL;
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
any wonder that some people on the Baca, of Quemado, and Walter Jones afternoonperformed
over Joseph Pulitzer, the
SECOND DISTRICT, JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO; THIRD DISTRICT, ESQUI-PULfitness pr Aima.
outside doubt New Mexico's
JIRON.
Third District Bernalillo county: dead newspaper publisher.
for statehood?
Burial was at Woodlawn cemetery.
Antonio Garcia y SanCOUNTY SURVEYOR BENJAMIN HILL.
Republicans:
INSULTING THE VOTERS' INTEL' chez, Francisco Lucero y Montoya, The choir of St. Thomas, where the
Democratic: services were held, sang the music
and John W. Wilson.
echoes from a different and baser
DELIVERING THE GOODS.
LIGENCE.
Tomas A. Gurule, John B. Burg and of which Mr. Pulitzer, during his life
If at times his newspapers
In return for a campaign contribu- world.
The Rev. I. E. Seder,
Socialist: Alexander time, was aiost fond. The mourners
nf ho
tion, alleged to have been $2,500 and cannot refrain from alluding to his
T.onp'np ivhn Rafael Garcia.
included many of his former employes
Rudolph Sichler and
u special Spanish edition of the Los supereminent virtues, his extraord- lest local option in the constitutional ?wd.ic
and friends.
con.Angeles Examiner, sent here,
inary foresight and sagacity, his convention by his perverseness and wooaeIi'
Fourth District Santa Fe county:
trary to the Postal Laws and Regula- consuming zeal for the people's wel- fanaticism, comes out against the Retions, under the pound rate, the Demo- fare, be assured it is not done with his publican candidates on the state tick Republican: R. L. Baca and Charles FLORIDA LYNCHERS ARE
C Catron, both of Santa Fe. DemoINDICTED FOR MURDER.
cratic bosses have promised to deliver connivance.
et in the
League," sup"And yet, in the face of this notor- posed to be the official organ of that cratic: Samuel G. Cartwright and J.
the New Mexico vote to William R.
State Had Offered Fifty Thousand-Dolla- r
Hearst for the Presidential nomina- ious and patriotic
as association. During the constitutional S. Candelario, both of Santa Fe.
Reward for Apprehention in the Democratic National Con- rare as it is creditable in these de- campaign, he had to be rapped on the Fifth District Rio Arriba county:
To do this, the generate days, an editor has the knuckles by such advocates of prohl- - Republican: Julian Trujillo, Chimayo,
sion of Assassins. .
vention next year.
to ask Mr. bition as Chief Justice William
aforesaid bosses must first get hold of heartless effrontery
H. :J- - p- Lucero- - Limberton. Democratic: (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lake City, Florida,
E1.
p- - Harper, Chama,
Nov.
J. G. Borrego
the governmental machinery of New Hearst to come out with a
Pope, and the New Mexican had hoped
Charged with participating in the
Mexico and use the power thus acquir- declaration of his entire disinteres- that he would be recalled from the Chamita.
Sixth District San Miguel county: lynching of six negroes here on May
ed, in the same manner that they did tedness to assure the general rublic New Mexico field for the sake of the
in the days of the
George W. Tripp, East 21, last, Samuel Ward end John Atthat in mixing in the Illinois 'progres-part- cause of temperance.
Republican:
La
in San Miguel county, when sive' movement
Jose IiObato, Tecolote, kins, of Tallahassee county were inhe has nothing but
Vegas;
timed
he
has
this
occasion,
Upon
Felix Martinez was the chief muck-a- - the public weal in view!
his attack on the Republican candi- - and Francisco Quintana, Las Vegas, dicted today for murder.
A $50,000 reward has been offered
Pablo Herrera, Sapello,
"Mr. Hearst, we suspect, will hard-einc- dates, at the last moment, so that Democratic:
muck, just as he is now, although
then he has moved out of theliy condescend to notice the scurril-Btat- the managers of the
Jnn L. Zimmerman, East Las Vegas, by the state for the apprehension of
ous imputation.
the persons who took part in the
Or, if he does, it League cannot counteract his offensive Felix E. Valdez, Las Vegas,
It is as heartless and selfish a bar- - will be only to answer it by pointing partisanship which is hurting the' Seventh District Mora county:
lynching.
Bias
Wagon
Sanchez,
gain as that closed and sealed at ban- to a political record whose singular
cause to such an extent' publican:
ta Fe, in the council of the bosses, unselfishness makes it unique In that while two years ago it looked as Mound, Marcelino Martinez. Demo- - New
Mexican
ComPrinting
when room was made on the Demo- - American history ana leaving the if New Mexico would swing into the crane: raoio v. loijaio oi noiman, pany has prepared civil and criminal
two
cratic ticket for
Progres public to draw its own conclusions temperance column, it is now out of ana Kemigio L,opez oi ioy.
dockets especially for the use of Jus
It is a bargain as to the spirit which now animates the question, just because such char- - Eighth District Colfax county:
sive Republicans.
tices of the peace. They are especialJ- R- - Skidmore
and M. C. ly ruled, with
such as is sought to be driven in him,
as the Rev. I. E. Seder
printed headings, io
The editor of the
other states.
"As for the editor of the Quincy take the tpmnpr nf th Tionniii nf Pacheco, both of Raton. Democratic: either
Spanish or English, made of
an
in
Kimball
H.
M.
C.
Illinois
I.
Martinez
open
and
we
cannot refrain from
Herald,
Herald,
Quincy
the commonwealth and insult their ingood record paper, strongly and durNinth District--Tao-9
county: Re? ably bound, with leather
sought Willie R. Hearst to deny pressing our surprise that a member telligence.
How offensively partisan
back and
R.
that he was trafficking for votes in of the journalistic profession should ho is, he demonstrates in this in- publican: Manuel Cordova and Luis
covers and canvas aides, hall full
the next national convention but he have deliberately made this insinua-coul- stance, bv holdine nn for onnrobrium Montoya. Democratic: Porftrio Abreu Index in front and the fees of Justice
get no reply. He drew, however, t'on against a great and good man a those Republicans who voted against and Antonio Joseph of Ojo Caliente.j of the peace and constables
the following from the Chicago Inter- - man whose unselfishness, modesty a local option measure in the const!--! Tenth District Sandoval
county: In full on tbe first page. Theprinted
paget
should tutional convention, but refrains to Republican: E. M. Sandoval.
Ocean, which is apropos in New and patriotic
Combined Civil and OrlmlLrJ . . 4.00
Mexico at this very time:
palsy the tongue of slander and re- the fact that such Democrats cratic: Marcos C. de Baca.
10
are
inches. These books arc
"The editor of the Quincy Herald, main an Inspiration to countless as H. B. Fergusson, who, although! Eleventh District union county: made up In elvi) and criminal dockets
of
Toombs
described as a 'vigorous supporter of generations of American youths."
O.
L.
abRepublican:
Clayton;
they knew the question was up.
separate of 33 pages each, or with
move- Democratic
k. Linson. Democratic: J. D. Casa- - both civil and criminal bound in onf
the progressive
sented themselves, and by their
to
aos
Ju.
an
letter
P. Udeu. 'Socialist: a.
open
ment,' published
sence defeated the measure, for as
book, 80 pases civil and S20 paget
Mr. Hearst calling on him to declare ANOTHER TERRIBLE CHARGE, Rev. I. E. Seder himself declares, it Pankau and S. C. Thompson,
criminal. To introduce them they art
Horrors! Bursum is accused of
officially whether his position in the
was defeated by only eight votes, more) Twelfth District Torrance county: offered at the
in Illinois is entirely im- - other high misdemeanor, perhaps, a Republicans voting for it than Dem- - Republican: James W. Chaves. Dem- Civil or Criminalfollowing prices $2.78
a felony. He not only split an infinitive, ocrats. Has the Rev. I. E. Seder ever ocrat: A. J. Green of Estancia.
personal, or, as it is charged,
For 4R cents national for a slngU
Thirteenth
fcheme to advance his own political according to the Roswell Daily
District
Guadalupe locket, or 55 cents additional tor a
heard W. C. McDonald say a word
Curbut
comes
now
the
Carlsbad
ord,
in favor of Prohibition or of local op- - county:
Republican: J. J. Clancy, combination docket, they will be sent
Th demand is almost an insult, rent and accuses him of playing the tion, or did Mr. McDonald advocate Democratic: M. R. Baker,
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
of disin- violin. The shame of the New
Mr. Hearst's long record
these things when he was a member of Fourteenth District McKinley coun-th- full must accompany order. Stau
S.
service in behalf of the can is the greater because it knew
and
John
Young
legislature? Prohibition is not a ty: Republican:
plainly whether English or Spanlsl
Democratic party, his known disap- - of this great man's weakness in that partisan question, but Rev. I. E. Se- - McGillivray. Democratic: T. B. Talle printed heading is wanted.
to
to
and
it
had
advertise respect
suppress
sought
der is making it such to the detri- - and Herbert J. Hill,
proval of all attempts
fcis worth, his almost notorious self- - and keep it quiet. But it is out now, ment of the cause.
j
Fifteenth District Dona Ana coun- - Herewith are some
bargains, offered
should and like "Fiddling" Bob Taylor, twice
".
forgetfulness surely these
'ty: Republican: Pesclliano Moreno by the New Mexican PrintingComof
Las
W.
and
H.
H.
both
hav availed to protect him against governor and IT. S. Senator from Ten-thIn Chaves county, Luis Rodrigues
Llewellyn,
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Insinuations which appear in the nessee, he will have to be elected gov- - was shot down and killed this week, Cruces. Democratic: W. S. Giliman pany;
of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
Territory
his
;ernor
despite
fiddling.
by a rancher in the presence of sev-- and N. C. Frenger.
Quincy editor's open letter.
1 bound, $1 ; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
:
The
New Mexican might as well eral eye witnesses who made no ef-Sixteenth District Lincoln county
"Other men, alas, may join pro-Pleading forma, $5: Missouri Code
d
gresslve movements Democratic and- make a clean breast of it now and- fort to prevent the murder but ap- - Republican: James V. Tully of
$6; the two for $10.
Pleadings.
secur- confess that it has caught H. O. Burof
idea
the
with
coe.
Salazar.
Democratic: Scipio
Republican
it, because the victim was a
New Mexico Code, Laws
to
Adapted
sum
worus
Aurelike
Marcus
advancement
InK oolitical
tnereDy.
Seventeenth District Otero county:
reading
"Mexican,"
Luisj Rodriguez, it is
f New Mexieo, 1889. 19 U and 1903,
t
Other men may. be able to make up- lius, when he should have spent his true, was accused of a heinous crime, Republican: Charles P. Downs of
it Was altogether the unsubstan- - mogordo. Democratic: Byron Sherry BngliBh and Spanish pamphlets, $2.26;
tbplr minds to a disinterested dedica- leisure moments as Hagerman was
full leather $g.
Sheriff's . Flexibli
tiated story of a demented woman, of Alamogordo.
tion of themselves- to the service of- won't to spend them in his hey-desingle, $1.95;
d 'Cover Pockt Dockets,
Chaves
a political movement to a noble re- in Santa Fe. A man who plays the who among more humane people,
District
Eighteenth
New
nnnclatlon of the Idea of reward to fiddle and reads Marcus Aurelius in
have been in an institution of ty: ' Republican: Will Robinson of two or more books, $1 each.
Court Reports, Nos
s M'xico Eupreme
a conscious sacrifice of all ambition his hours of rest, is apt to be too mercy. The crime merely demon- - Roswell, Manuel Paredes, O. R.
and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
tare helping to secure the public weal, eeaate a man to smne at poker or in
again the attitude of mind ner. Democratic: J. W. Mulllns ot
of them. He the Hagerman "wine and dine" set of the Democrats
illation Corporation La.Ttj 76 C?COm
of eastern New Roswell, J. T. Evans, W. E. Rogers.
i "But Mr. Hearst ia anotserener
atmos- But the Capital and the Territory will Mexico toward the Spanish-AmericaNinteenth District Eddy county: ellstlott Mining Laws, o c Moaey't
tnovei In a loftier,
(there, where the noises of the ciasn nave to put up with it for the next people. If the murder had been com- - Democratic: Hugh M. Gage and Flor- digest of New Vtxtoa Fayorta. faV
mum vyt? years.
in! tted by Luis Rodriguez and the eqce Lore.
full IM aatoal Maaka,
Democrat:
ot HMWer embltions come
$449;
Progressive
'
:
L t.
,(J- -

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

Twenty-firs- t
District Luna county:
Republican: R. H. Case. Democratic:

f.

h

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

h

it

PALEN, President.

W. Skorkowasky.

bug-nes-

d

J.

Green of Knowles.
Twentieth District Roosevelt county: Republican: F. M. Smith. Democratic: P. E. Carter. Socialist: O.

"free-wool-

f r!f

ng

money-transmitti-

O. H.

Rn

"
Democratic
Senators and
two "Free-trade- "
Congressmen ' to
.
violation of the as- Washington
snrance given the Republican admin.s- tration that they would work for i
Republican state government.
Democra'S
to fight
party success and
it would have been all right for the

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic arid foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

all Drvaglsfa,

E. FOUGERA

no indn"stry that employs
There
mflnv hfltHls atl(1 ivps substance to
g0 many families for tne amount of
,,
fani)n1 )nvstori
thp vane, nf
sings of statehood.
the products, as does the growing of
"ProBut where are the
sheep, lambs and wool. It is an in
gressives" found? Faithless as usual dustry that does more for the growth
nd actively assisting the Democrats &nd
Btabmty and prosperltJ.

THE TICKET.

Stde by

BANK

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Recommended hy the medical profession ; prem ti by Sni !e Carina, a physician, siirjretn :ui'l pharmaceutist of the
hiirhel siamiiiii? in Kurope.
Stoinalix is nnt a mere stimulant or
temporary aid, but it in pradual and
in i tseikcts, restoring the exhausted,
overtaxed or (iiea.-,edigestive functions
to perfect health mid capacity to perform
their work unaided.
1'hy.sicians who hnve tisfd no other
medicine than StcmuNx where Iheir
patients have sullen t fn m chronic
tritis, dyspepsia, giislriti.i, nntemla,
ulcer of the stomach, djgentery, and
otiier
troubles, rej.iri that these
diseases have yielded to the remedy in
cases of thirty years' standtntr.
Stoinalix is the best and a test Remedy
for diseases of the stomach and intestines.
It is invaluable to brain workers, it bene-fit- s
the youthful mid the aped, it corrects
the ailments of children, and is absolutely
harmless.

For

1, 1911.

OF SANTA FE

Restorer of
iZeadthy Digestion

IS YOUR BREAD
BUTTERED.
"We have a rule in the Republican
party that if there is a difference
between the cost of production here
and the cost of production abroad
you are entitled to a tariff that will
equal the difference, so as to give you
constitution.
an opportunity for a Irving fight with
Realizing that it was the Republi- - the competition from abroad under
cans upon whom the final outcome
nnnrftttnnc
depended. New Mexico's representaThus "spoke President Taff recently
tives, and even those calling them-i-- r and it is a rule that should make every
Ives "Progressives," assured the Re man who has the business
prosperity
publican Senators and the President, o New Mexico at heart, a Republican
that if admitted now, New Mexico Tt
maintain the
that
roiim oe KepiiDiican, would senj two woolen industry that each year puts
Republican Senators and two Repub- $7,000,000 and more into circulation
an Congressmen
to Washington, in New Mexico
among the poor peowell knowing that this would be a
as well as among the business
ple
strong argument, inasmuch as Ariz- houses; it is a rule that will protect
ona would certainly be Democratic.
other industries in New Mexico. This
While the Enabling Act was passed by
a new state, many of its Indus- a Republican Congress and signed by being
are ,n the infant cass which
trieg
a Republican President, and similarly,
need protection especially, and New
he final statehood
Mexico will never amount to anything
passed by a Republican Senate and unless thosa "infnnt" industries are
signed by the Republican President rotected or caUed into belng by the
ior reasons of statesmanship and be- icy o protection; against wWch
cause it was right, and not for party
the Democratg ot this gtate have de- sdvantage, yet, it is a matter of great clare(J in th,r platform.
of

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

NATIONAL

An absolutely safe ai.d harmless

thoughtful

people fear Dem-Xeocratic domination in New Mexico.
Spanish-America-

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

GENERAL

AGENTS.

SANTA FE, N. M.

h

d

6'"",b

-

n

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

h

XI V

O

n

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,

Sash, Doors,

Casings, Base,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

h

LEGISLATIVE TICKET

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

:

W2 solicit a liberal share of your

Specifications, Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

patronage.

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

J'

COUNTY TICKET

,

..MILLINERY..
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
WE KNOW
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
1

25 Palace

Avenue.

n

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

"Anti-Saloo-

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
75c, $1.00 and $1.50 Per Dozen.

-

-

flat-foot-

.

Union-Populi-

.

y

i

-:- ROSES AND CARNATIONS.
APPLES AND PEARS
All of the very best varieties.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phone Black 12.

Clarendon Garden,

e

Anti-Saloo- n

'

s

-

f

!laSl I

Hi

r,

sgf

f Uj

d

Demo-mentio-

n

'

ah-iJ-

ai

-

STYLES IN

-

j

Mexl-toreste- d

e

'

e

0

BOOK-CASE- S

IDEAL

STANDARD-COLONI- AL

Three different and distinct types of StoWAtfrgick "Elasmade iu dull or polish finish quartered
tic'' Book-Casoak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

New Mexican Printing Company, sole agents. Santa Fe, N. M.

Glen-prove-

-

Ala-bu-

'

y

-

coun-woul-

Tan-strate-

'

un

,

1

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at pspular arisss
CHUCK'S HACK

im

Phone

ugl

and aatftfle haras
TBEODCXE

IImr Itt. '

CCillCK,

7

tttf.

Ji

.JMM"MS.VI.lJ.mmmutjUJ),tL

WEDNESDAY,

UNITED STATES BANK

f

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Mr. and Mrs. M.

Business

W. E. GRIFFIN.

'.$

1903.

Incorporated

Just Received
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT

OF

e

f

Prices right. Also new
line of

...

tonight.
Judge A. B. Fall, principal speaker
at the Republican meeting at the Dun--

-

i

in all colors, for Men, Women and Children
Don't fail to see them.

P. 0. Box, 219.

:

:

i

lull

six-roo-

Phone

36

the territory.

HOUSE

8

TRY OUR SUNDAY

DINNER
t

W G. BUSH, Prop

Phoni,

R ed 64

H

S.

II

j

a

GO.

China

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti
i
cle That You Might Be Interested InIN
CUT GLASS, j
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE
-

and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

H. C. YONTZ,

3"

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch )

No Invalids

v

Water
$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos
Telegraph Glorieta

'

Funeral Directors
PICTURE FRAMING

c

Phone, 130 Red.

2

2

Poor coffee is an un
drink. To
begin the day by drinking
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. See to
it, then, that you have
Chase & Sanborn's
High Grade Coffee

j

wholesome

with its

i

j
;

j
i

fragrant,

aroma and

perfect

j

mi

j

JUST IN
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL
NUTS

and

in, a Fresh Stock of
Aunt Jemima's Famous

Ashes Relieved Only
Four Ties Each winter

Just

8

With Cole's Original
Heatonly necessary to remove the
ashe3 four times each winter, because
the combustion with wood is so perfect that oil the fuel is burned to
a light white ash. You can regulate
the amount of base heat at all times
by the amount of ashes you leave In
the stove. To those who use furnaces No need of overheating your
home in the early fall. A couple of
Cole's Air Tight Stoves will keep your
home comfortable and save many times
their cost before you start your furnaces or steam plant. Allow us to
show you this perfect line of Heat-er- a

Pork,
Mutton,

Prices Are Reasonable

Veal and

Lamb

Home-Mad- e

Sausage,

It is

Blue Point Oysters, Fish
and

up!tcus to please you, and

we ap

preciate the responsibility.

POULTRY

Fresh-Dresse-

FRUITS -- - VEGETABLES
Forbes' Quality
and Steel-C-

Gas-Roast- ed

ut

COFFEE, 30c LB.
No

W. N. TOWNSEND

better guarantee to

than money back if
not satisfactory when you
deal at the Parlor Market.

offer

THE

THE MASTER TAILORS.

CO.

&

PRICE-MAKE-

R.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

WM. D. ARRIG1II

In Our Immense New Windows

PROPRIETOR.

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut
Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fc.

THE TIME
HOT

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets.which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

TO BUY

WATER BOTTLES

Is now. We have just received

alargelinedirect fromfactory,

il

U
J

1

THE AKERSWAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

:xXXXXXXXXXXXXX

X X

X

X X X X X

X

j

j

CO,

Grades, and those Soft, Light Com
forters at ridiculous prices

THIS WEEK
We

guarantee each and every Bot
tie we sell to last one year.

ADOLPH

BUTT BROS. CO.,
Always

Reliable

4

DRUGGISTS

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP

-

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

XXXKXXXXXXXXXX

X

X

X

X

X

X

CO.
X

E
You

HAVE
XXXXXXSXXXXXXX XX

Carriage

&

Automobile

PAINTING

YOU

fc
fc
fc
fc
fc
fc

X

AN IMPROVED

Residence Prop

erty close in for saleIf at a
SONABLE PRICE ?

REA-

so list with us.

WE HAVE THE CUSTOMER.

SIGN PAINTING
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

No. 229

Residence

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305 San Francisco Street.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

J.P. Steed

& Son

Oh, Yes !

GERDES,
"OUTFITTER TO EVERBODY,"

CAN PLEASE YOU

!

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET MAKERS.

FURNITURE

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

NEATLY

DONE

The Latest in Rough Hats for Gentlemen. Our Suits suit the
wearer. Men's Neckwear, beautiful in their gorgeous- ness or colors and styles.
COLLARS TO FIT THE NECK OF ANY MAN.

HARDWARE CO,
Guaranteed.
Agents, Santa Fe, n. M.i All Work

Phcne, Red IIS

An Inspection Will Convince You.

JULIUS H. GERDES

ITS CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

-

r-

&

Tl
Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
no
rooms
are
for
THE
Our
EYES.
are
bill and
It. It saves
your
open
where
display
it
pay lor, by
your

SAVES
on
you
light
using
having right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive; Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

V)

X

fc
fc
fc
fc
fc
fc
fc
fc

Phone, Redf61. NihtPhone,Red58.

(R-3-

WOOD-DAVI- S

X

fllBLANKETS

3

5

XX

K

Air-Tig- ht

er it is

Also Scudder's Maple Syrup;

H. S. KAUNE

2

MISS MARGARET THOMAS
AND HUGH B. LEWIS WED.
Miss Margaret Thomas and Hugh
B Lewis were married at 8 o'clock
this morning at the home of Mrs. A.
L. Grimshaw on Don Gaspar avenue,
The ceremony was informal and was
attended only by a few relatives and
friends. It was performed by Judge
John R. McFie. The newly married
couple left on the D. & R. G. train
this morning for Mr. Lewis' home in
Monte Vista, Colorado, where they
will reside. Miss Thomas is well
known in this city where she has
lived for several years and where she
has many friends. Mr. Lewis form
erly lived here and is also popular.

ALMONDS

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

help that we have CAN AND WILL do
it for you just as you want it, sure.

Beef,

c

8

PANCAKE FLOUR

MULLIGAN & RISING,

D

c

j

color.

Best of Beds

Cold Pure Spring

GITY

8

,

"MIC

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food

CORN-FE-

HATS
producArt. If

REAADV TRIMMED

are absolutely the latest
tions in the Millinery
these are not what you want, we will
trim them to your order. The expert

c

8

'

Where Prices Are Lowest
Hi

the same change from last night as
the market taken altogether. A fail
to 94
followed. The close was
firm with December at 96 c
a net
decline of
Generally fine weather carried corn
lower. December opened
to
to 62
off at 62
touched 63c
The
and then dropped to 62
for Declose was steady at 63l-8cember, a net gain .of a shade.
Buying of oats was only in small
to
lots. December started
rallied to 46 c
lower at 45
and descended to 45
Provisions could not resist the
downward swing of hogs and grain.
First sales were a shade to 5c lower
with January 15.57
for pork
8.92
for lard and 9.07
for ribs.
c

I

!

811

KANSAS

T

Pattern Quality

8

ESTATE.

d

Style

thereby insuring fresh goods.

own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The
Chicago, 111., Nov..!. Heavy selling
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless put down prices for wheat. The
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or opening was
to
down. De-to 96
cember started at 95
monthly rates upon application.

FOR

Hand-Painte-

Phone 49 Main

and Grocery

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

SAFE QUALITY

Beautiful

Phone 49 Main

HEAVY SELLING PUTS

We bake our

Home Cooking

119 San Francisco St.

t Phone. Red 189.

AUGLER.

Ancient Capital.
The Very Rev. Augustine Seifert, C.
P. P. S., president of St. Joseph's
lege at Collegeviile, Wisconsin, is in
the city taking a short vacation.
Father Seifert is deeply interested in
the religious history of the City of
Holy Faith and he is enjoying his
visit here very much.
Colonel D c Collier, director gen- eral of the San Diego exposition,
spent yesterday at Santa Cruz, north-riveem Santa Fe county, and expressed
his delight over the trip. He will leave
Friday for his home in San Diego,
meeting an excursion of capitalists
from Arizona at Phoenix,
Mrs. G. F. McNitt, the court sten- ographer, has returned from a vaca
tion spent in the east and middle
west where she had a most enjoyable
time. She says the theatrical season
is in full swing and many of the new
plays are very interesting and are
drawing immense houses. While in
Chicago Mrs. McNitt had an oppor- tunity of seeing some of the best productions.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
and Probate ClerK George W. Armijo
are in the lower Pecos Valley.
C. E. Rainey of the San Francisco
Examiner flas returned to Santa Fe
after a short visit on the coast. Mr.
Rainey was one of Hearst's newspapermen in charge of the special edi
tion of the Los Angeles Examiner
printed in Spanish for circulation in

242 Lower Palace Avenue!

m

AND REAL

from
stomach
in ten. Why take
powders and pills
pain that will reis in ycur stomsettles' stomach troubles

A PRIVATE BOARDING

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

Headaches
rise
troubles nine timei
poisonous headache
to merely dull the
turn? The trouble

The New State

$1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.

Pricce, 2,700.

'

-

o

modern
CA1C
brick
residence, well
OlLL
located, with barn, chicken house,
garden, fruit trees, etc.
A

CAD

i

ach Cels-sin a few minutes, and Cel-scontains
absolutely no poison; it is a delightful effervescent drink. 10 and 25c at
the Capital Pharmacy.
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
the purchase price if it fails to do all
we claim. Is this fair?

y

BARGAIN!

A
$

IN

BROS

A.

g

Montezuma hotel.
H. O. Bursum, candidate for gov- ernor on the Republican ticket, ar-late last night from Taos, and
is registered at the Palace hotel. He
will go to Albuquerque to speak there

ate

SELIGIN

MISS

citi-

General H. F. Robinson, superin- tendent of irrigation for the Pueblo
and Navajo Indians, is here from Al- He is registered at the
buquerque.

Union Suits

SWEATERS

i
i
i

Angel, a prominent

Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
Phone, 152 RedAMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
-

Bodenhausen and O. S.
of St. Joseph, Mo., are
salesmen registered at the

Ladies, Misses and Children

up-to-d-

of

Thompson

AND CAKE

BREAD

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

Dally.

Watch This Space.

C. Rankin.
G. A. C.

Palace hotel.

and

i

Donaciano

FOR

in all grades.

Ladies,

zen of Galisteo, was in Santa Fe yes
terday.
F. W. Farmer loft for Albuquerque
this afternoon to remain until election day.
District Attorney Alexander Read
is here from Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba county.
Manicuring
Shampooing
Esquipula Jiron, candidate for counHair Dressing Chiropody
ty commissioner of the third district,
Body and Scalp Massaging
is here from Pojoaque.
.
OVER F. ANDREW'S STOrtE.
County Commissioner Jose Ortiz y
candidate for rePino, Republican
can last night, left on Santa Fe train
election, is in the city.
Jennings D. McLeod, of the U. S. Xo. 4 for the northern part of the
forestry service, is here from Espa- state to continue his campaign tour in
nola. He is at the Montezuma.
the cities in that section. Las Vegas
John W. Roberts, executive clerk at Optic.
the Capitol, left this morning for
Mayor Arthur Seligman spent the
'
Taos where he went on business.
day at Cerillos campaigning for the
Casimiro Darela of Trinidad. the Democratic ticket.
veteran Colorado legislator, returned
Miss Mary Gormley, daughter of F.
last evening from Taos with H. O. F. Gormley, of Canon Road, who has
Eursum. ..
ibeen visiting Boston, Mass., for the
E. D. Raynolds,
the Las Vegas last seven weeks, returned last night,
banker, came over from Las Vegas She enjoyed her trip very much but
with Assistant Traveling Auditor R. said she was glad to be back in the
Bodenhausen

& IBoys'

V.

PAGE FIVE

TOILET SHOP Parlor Market

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
,

1856.

Men's

BMW WiM i Wawhttwwwiaii

PLAZA BAKERY
FRESH

;

Espauola, are visiting friends in the
city.

Your Patronage Solicited
6. LAUGHLIN, President

I

PERSONAL MENTION

of
John L. Lewis, a businessman
Panama, Illinois, is at the Montezuma.

.
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ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
Socialist Candidate
In accordance with the statutes in
For Probate Judge.
such cases made and provided, we,
Canuto Ala-riRepublican Candidate
the undersigned County Commission
Santa Fe, N. M.
ers within and for the County of
Democratic Candidate Nick MonSanta Fe, hereby proclaim and give toya, Golden, N. M.
RED LIGHT
public notice of an election to be held
Socialist Candidate
in the several precincts of said county
For County Clerk.
on Tuesday, the seventh day of No
Candidate Marcelino But
Republican
the Public Sentiment
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
vember A. D. 5911, the object and A Ortiz, Santa Fe, N. M.
Manuel DelDemocratic Candidate
purpose of which is to elect persons
Chicago Compels Them
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(ReaJ Down)
to the various
(Read ITp)
offices hereinafter gado Santa Fe, X. M.
to Act
named.
1
19
2
12
STATIONS
20
Socialist Candidate
, Miles
The officers to be voted for, the
For Sheriff.
pm
ami
? SO
names
of various
0
4 00
Lv..Dea Moines, N.
candidates for
Candidate Charles C
Republican
7 40
4
8 50
Kumaido
LEAN GROP YEARS ARE BEST
each of said offices as the same are C'losson, Santa Fe, X. M.
11
05
3 30
liedmau
16
on file in the office of the Probate
S 15
g 20
Alfredo DelOapulln
Democratic
Candidate
35
20
3 05
Vlftll
s 60
Clerk of this county, and the post gado, Santa Fe, X. M.
25
2 45
Thompson
9 10
31
2 25
New Statutes Are Needed to
office address of each of said candiCunningham
Socialist Candidate
35
42
....Ollfton House N.M
155
dates are as follows:
10 00
49
1 30
Ar
For Assessor.
Lv
Raton, N. M
Safeguard Fraternal
2 30
0
....
,Lv
Uatou.N.M
Ar 10 15
Candidate Telesforo
Representatives in Congress.
Republican
Insurance- 7
2 47
Ollfton House N' M....
9 49,j
e
e
G
c
r
Candidates
Republican
g Rivera, Santa Fe, X. M.
3 07
4S
9 32
gPreston
N.
M.
Curry, Tularosa,
David Gon
55
Democratic Candidate
8 55
Koehler Junction
.;. 3 45
2
Elfego Baca, Albuquerque, N. M.
3 35 Chicago, Nov. i. The snail's pace
9 05 ....
Koehler
zales, Santa Fe, X. M.
Democratic Candidates
68
4 15
.....IIOoYfax
8 20
of police orders which strike at vice
Harvey B.
Candidate
Socialist
4 43
76
Oerrososo.
8 02
Fergusson, Albuquerque, N. M.
For County Treasurer and Collector. in Chicago was disclosed when Mayor
5 00
82
7 45
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
Paz Valverde, Clayton, N. M.
5 10
Lv
6 85
Olmarron
Celso Lopez, Harrison directed that a notoriouus
Ar am
Republican Candidate
5 18
"f
Nash
6 27
Socialist
Candidate J. W. Han- Santa Fe, N. M.
5 2S
g
gilded dive be closed. He sent his
6 17
Harlan
6 45
94
son, Las Vegas, N. M.
6 00
Ar......Ute Park, N.M... Lv
Democratic Candidate William E. order to Chief McWeeny before noon
p m J ,p m
C. Cutting, Aztec, N. M.
,
one day and learned at 12:30 o'clock
Griffin, Santa Fe, X. M.
For Governor.
(Oonnects at OoUax with B. P. & S. V. Ry, train both North and South.;?;
on the next day that the order had
Socialist Candidate
tor
Houten
Van
N, M, raeeti trains at Preston K.IM.I
Sstage
Republican Candidate H. O. Bur- For County Superintendent of Schools not yet been executed. Red tape and
Ute
N,
Park.
for
M.,
leaves
N.
M... at 9:00 t. m, daily excep' sum
Stage
K!lz:ibetUtown,
John V. Con- routine were charged with the delay
Socorro, N. M.
Republican Candidate
Bndsys. Fare $a ou one way J3.50
trip: tlfty pound baggaae carried free.
Democratic Candidate W. C. Mc way, Santa Fe, X. M.
but no such extraordinary obstacle
'0. & S. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. Arrives from th
L. races are run
Candidate
Democratic
Henry
Donald, Carrizozo, N. M.
by orders to catch a
tb at 4:38 a. m,
Socialist Candidate T. C. Rivera, Follard Santa Cruz, X. M.
thief. The chronology of the case
G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Socialist Candidate
Chamita, N. M.
was kept by the Daily Xews as fol
V. P. & G. M..
Superintendent,
0. P. Agent,
For Lieutenant Governor.
For County Surveyor.
lows: Mayor's order given 11 a m.,
Candidate Benjamin received
Candidate
Republican
Malaquias
Republican
by Chief McWeeny 2 p. m.,
M.
Martinez, Taos, N. M.
Hill, Madrid, N.
who dictated his order at once. Then
H.
Candidate John
Democratic
Democratic
Candidate E. C. de
the delays became astounding for the
Baca, Las Vegas, N. M.
Walker, Santa Fe, N. M.
messenger bearing the order did not
Socialist
Candidate Charles
Socialist Candidate
leave the office until 6 p. m. bound for
We further call attention that at the Harrison street
Carrizozo, N. M.
police station a
For Secretary of State.
said election the electors are required few blocks
the
order being adaway,
Candidate Secundino to vote upon the adoption or rejecRepublican
dressed to Captain Harding through
tion of an amendment to the constiRomero, Las Vegas, N. M.
Sometime before
Democratic
Candidate Antonir J. tution as set forth in the proclama- Inspector Wheeler.
7:30 o'clock next morning the mesXew
of
M.
N.
Las
tion
of
Mexioc,
the Governor
Lucero,
Vegas,
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
senger arrived for Inspector Wheeler
Socialist Candidate C. R. Cannon issued August 30th, 1911.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,
The Board appointed the following found it when he reached his office
Deming, N. M.
named persons to be judges of elec- and sent it on its way to the Twenty-seconFor State Auditor.
street station forthwith. CapRepublican Candidate William G. tion, for the election to be held on the tain
Harding received the order at 8
7th day of Xovember, 1911:
Sargent, El Rito, N. M.
Precinct No. 1 Genaro Quintana, o'clock and "prepared to execute it"
Democratic
Candidate Francisco
Pablo
Gallegos, Manuel Roybal y Lo- although the dive was still running
M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
Delgado,
full blast, half an hour after noon.
pez.
O.
K.
Socialist
Candidate
Gore,
Precinct No. 2 Santiago Martin, Chief McWeeney learned that this
Alamogordo, N. M.
OR
Juan de Dios Dominguez, C. McAllis- was true from a reporter. The conFor State Treasurer.
cluding chapter therefore was enactCandidate Silvestre ter.
Republican
as follows: 12:31 a. m. Chief Mced
3 Seferino
Alarid.
Xo.
Precinct
N.
M.
San
Mirabal,
Rafael,
Luis
Weeny calls up Sergeant Freeman of
Democratic Candidate O. N. Mar-ro- Manuel Baca y Campos,
ROUTE
street station and
the Twenty-SeconAlbuquerque, N. M.
Precinct Xo. 4 Luis Baca, Pablo orders that the dive be closed at
Socialist Candidate T. A. Chastain,
once. 1 a. m; police from the Twenty-SeconGriego, Jesus Tapia.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Precinct Xo. 5 Candelario Romero
street station arrive and close
For Attorney General.
Fabian Lopez, Donaciano Romero.
the
resort,
forbidding all persons to
Candidate Frank W.
Republican
Par rates and full informatkm address
Precinct Xo. 6 Xicolas Xarvaez, enter. It hasn't been reopened yet
Clancy, Albuquerque N. M.
Erineo Mares, Andres C. de Baca.
Horse Must Pay Tax.
Democratic Candidate W. R.
a- Precinct No. 7 Cesario Martinez
A horse which was bequeathed
X.
La
M.
Lande,
El Paso Texas.
Antonio Rael, Manuel Lucero.
$2,000 by a woman will have to pay
A. J. McDonSocialist Candidate
Precinct Xo. 8 Donaciano Angel, his inheritance tax or be cited into
N.
M.
ald, Clayton,
Antonio Sandoval, Jose de la Cruz y a Chicago court as a member of the
For Superintendent of Public Instruc- Pino.
faction of "the idle
tion.
Precinct Xo. 9 Jose Angel Gomez, rich." The tax collector insists that
Republican Candidate Andrew B. Donaciano
S the horse must
Antonio
Gonzales,
pay the tax or go to
Stroup, Albuquerque, N. M.
Gomez.
jail, insisting with some logic that
Democratic
Candidate Alvin N.
W
10
Jose Hadrick,
Precinct Xo.
the horse is not a blood relative of
White, Silver City.
T. Pruitt, A. S. Pullian.
the testator. "The trouble is in deSocialist Candidate Mrs. Lurlyne Precinct
No. 11 Wm. Bernard,
ciding how much to tax him," said
Lane, Alto, N. M.
Juan Martinez, H. S. Farley.
Collector Linco.n.
"We can deter
For Commissioner of Public Lands
Precinct
Xo. 12 Francisco Chave2 mine how
Candidate Robert P.
much a man owes us by
Republican
uusemo
y Alarid, Eulogio Sandoval,
Geague's (pronounced 'jokes') present
Ervien, Clayton, N. M.
Gonzales.
value tables, but I have no tables on
Democratic Candidate J. L. Emer
13
William
P.
No.
Precinct
George
son, Carlsbad, N. ' M.
longevity relating to horses, cats or
Vincente
Jesus
son,
Lucero,
Socialist
Candidate W. C. Sharp,
dogs. If my office boy does not find
y Roibal.
St. Vrains, N. M.
a longevity table applying to animals
14
No.
Nicacio
Precinct
Ortega,
For Justices of the Supreme Court.
USE
Mar we will have to toss a coin."
Ruperto
Jamarillo,
Meregildo
Republican Candidates Frank W. tinez.
Lean Crop Years.
Parker, Las Cruces, N. M.
Precinct Xo. 15 Xieves Lopez, Mar
Lean years are the farmers' best
Clarence J. Roberts, Raton, N. M.
iano Bustos, Jose Miguel Maestas. years, "provided they are not too
Edward R. Wright, Alamogordo, N.
l
Precinct X. 16 Bias S. Valdez,
lean," is the anomalous declaration
M.
Hererra.
Miguel
Vigil,
of Clifford V. Gregory of Chicago, edDemocratic
Candidates
Summers
Precinct Xo. 17 Jose Maria Gar- itor of the Prairie Farmer, who reM.
N.
Burkhart, Albuquerque,
cia, Jose S. Garcia, Eustaquio Padillia. lates the personal experiences of fruit
W. A. Dunn, Roswell, N. M.
Precinct No. 18 Henry Pacheco, growers and marshals formidable figR. H. Hanna, Santa Fe N. M.
Bruno Benavidez, C. O. Harrison.
SHORTEST LINE TO
ures whereby to prove his broad
For Members of State Corporation
Precinct Xo. 19 Ben Hill, Bernardo statement
correct. "The truth is, a
Commission.
Aranda, Tomas Archibeque.
short year is about the only time
Republican Candidates George W.
Anas-taci20
G.
H.
Xo.
Precinct
Rael,
I
when the farmer gets a square deal in
) Armijo, Santa Fe, N. M.
Mora, Miguel Trujillo.
the way of prices," declared Mr. GregHugh H. Williams, Deming, X. M.
Precinct Xo. 21 J. D. Canton,
M. S. Groves, Carlsbad, N. M.
ory. "When the crop is anywhere
O. H. Johnson.
Pino,
Miguel
Democratic Candidates Sol. Owen,
Precinct Xo. 22 Atocha Romero near normal inflated reports, foster
ed by all agencies from the secretary
Clovis, N. M.
Romulo Lujan, Rafael Ortiz.
Severino Martinez, Black Lake, N
of agriculture down, depress prices
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
23.
Nicolas
Xo.
Jiminez
Precinct
M.
Julian Benavides, Bonifacio Lucero. considerably below their normal lev
George H. Van Stone, Estancla, N,
Precinct Xo. 24 Etanislao Sando- el. When crops are harvested and
JiEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
M.
Santos Gar- prices are regulated by bushels rather
val,
Socialist Candidates W. T. Holmes, cia. Guadalupe Montoya,
than by reports the normal level Is
M.
Farmington N.
But in the meantime the
The Board designated the follow- reached.
W. P. Metcalf, Albuquerque, N. M.
for the - holding of the man who had to cash in quickly has
places
ing
P. J. Staggs, Roswell, N. M.
election, which is to be held on the sacrificed his crop for several cents
For District Judge.
a bushel less than it was really worth.
7th day of Xovember, 1911:
AbCandidate
Ci
E.
Republican
It takes an off year with 'crop failPlace
Pet.
N.
M.
bott, Santa Fe,
a standing headline in the daily
1 District Xo. 1 School House.
ures,'
Democratic Candidate E. S. White 2.
to bring the fanner his
Xo. 2 School House.
District
newspapers,
head, Farmington, N. M.
3. House of Victor Garcia, "Canon dues in the way of prices."
Socialist Candidate
Road."
Fraternal Insurance.
Safeguarding
For District Attorney.
4. Justice of the Peace Office.
The enforcement of new statutes to
Candidate Alexander
Republican
5. District Xo. 5 School House.
safeguard fraternal insurance memRead, Tierra Amarilla, N. M.
6. House of Bonifacio Xarvaez.
bers against bad management of the
Democratic Candidate J. H. Crist, 7.
House of Rafael Granite.
societies, inadequate rates and "high
M.
N.
Monero,
TO
8. School House.
finance" has brought to Chicago headSocialist Candidate
9. District Xo. 9 School House
For State Senators Tenth Senatorial 10. Real Estate Office H. C. Kin sell quarters storms of protest, presumably from the heads ot societies most
District.
11. District No. 11 School House.
in need of safeguards, notwithstandRepublican Candidate B. F. Pan-ke- 12. District Xo. 12 School House.
Inconvenience by Purchular Walls
ing that the new laws were recomSan Cristoval, N. M.
13. W. M. Taber's Store.
Fai-fDomestic Money Orders. Travelers'
mended by the Xational Convention
Democratic
Candidate Miguel A. 14. School House.
Checks aad Foreign Money Orders
of Insurance Commissioners.
The reOtero Santa Fe, N. M.
15. School House.
Socialist Candidate
sponsible and solvent societies,
16. School House.
through their federations, the NationFor State Representatives
Fourth 17. Federico Lopez's Hall.
and all Foreign
Payable
U. S.y Canada, Mexico
al Fraternal Congress and Associated
TsfNflMt
18. Henry Pacheco's House.
Representative District.
Countries
Fraternities of America have aided
Republican Candidates R. L. Baca 19 Companv's Store.
the efforts of the state insurance deSanta Fe, N. M.
20. School House..
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Charles C. Catron, Santa Fe, N. M. 21. School House.
partments and rapidly are adjusting
Democratic Candidates J. S.
themselves to the requirements of the
22. District Xo. 15 School House.
new laws. A mimic rebellion has
Santa Fe, N. M.
23. School House.
Samuel G. Cartwright, Santa Fe N. 24. Pomuceno Monto.va's House.
broken out among the fraternal ofD.
M.
Witness the seal of the Board ot ficials who dread the effects of state
Socialist Candidates
County Commissioners of the County supervision of their finances and
Twenty-EightFor State Representatives
of Santa Fe, Territory of Xew Mexico,.
One group has organized for
and the hands of its Commissioners war under the name of "the FederRepresentative District.
Republican Candidate Tranquilino and Clerk this 24th day of October, ated Fraternities of America" and
A. D. 1911.
Labadie, Santa Rosa, N. M.
solemnly declared that restrictions
Democratic Candidate J. Ascension (SEAL)
upon the free and unhampered conN.
M.
Rael, Santa Fe,
I. SPARKS,
trol of the funds of fraternal insurSocialist Candidate J. J. Smith.
ALFREDO LUCERO.
ance societies were dangerous and in
Successor to B. P. Williams
For County Commissioner of First
JOSE ORTIZ y PIXO,
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
explanation of their hostility, declare
District.
Board of County Commissioners,
the laws are "due to the efforts of
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
Candidate
M.
Santa
New
Mexico. the old line insurance
Republican
Fe County,
George
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
companies."
M.
ATTEST:
Klnsell, Santa Fe, N.
This particular "federation" will clamto furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
Democratic
Candidate
L.
GEO.
James
W.
ARMIJO,
or
for the repeal of the "Mobile bill,"
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
Clerk of the Board of County ComSeligman Santa Fe, N. M.
drawn by the insurance commissionSocialist Candidate
missioners, Santa Fe County K. M ers convention and endorsed
by the
AT JI0 SAN FRANCISCO ST
For County Commissioner of Second
older fraternal federations, In the
Phone 139 Red
District.
Married
Santa He, N. M
Today Mis
Josephlta states where it was enacted into law.
K
Candidate Jose Ortiz Mora and Florentino Rodriguez were
Republican
Leaders of the fraternal Insurance
y Pino, Gallsteo, N. M.
married this morning at the cathedral
system disclaim any connection beDemocratic
Candidate
Apolonlo by the Vicar General Moneignor An- tween
the rebellious societies and
N. M.
Santa
Fe,
Rael,
tonio Fourchegu.
tbem know It
LET THE WANT
those bodies which are generally recSocialist Candidate
Are You a Seller? An, advertiseCOLUMN DO IT.
ognized by state Insurance departFor County Commissioner of Third
A good live advertisement in the ment in the classified columns of the
District
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8. ments as truly representative of the
Want column of the New Mexican will New Mexican will put your real estate
beneficiary movement
Republican Candidate Eequipula Tour druggist will refund money If fraternal
rent any property that is rentable. I on f he market effectively. ' It will put Jiron, Pejoaque. N. M.
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any "Fakes" ie the way some of the sociDemocratic Candidate Samnel Ro- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or eties are characterized whose bead
There Is always some one that wants I the fects of your property before thmero, Nambe, N. M.
irhat you have got, but yon must let j eyes of aU possible buyers.
Protracting Piles In 6 to 11 days. 50c are loudest in their protest against

t, Louis Rocky Mt. &

Pacific

COUGHING AT NIGHT

POLICE PROTECT

BAD FOR CHILDREN

Company.

Railway

at

j

.

-.

NOVEMBER 1, 1911.

HARD ON PARENTS

Stop it with

n

COMPOUND

Acts quickly and has a healing and soothing effect
on the inflamed membranes. All coughs have a
tendency to grow worse at night Children with
whooping cough and bronchitis always cough worse
at night and a cold in the head with tickling in
the throat and coughing grows worse at bed time.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound will stop the
coughing and soothe the irritation in the throat.
Contains no opiates, does not constipate, is the best
and safest for children and delicate persons.
TAKE MO SUBSTITUTE.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
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natural resource which was worth
conserving and he succeeded in a pre
liminary way in producing from it
a cloth resembling fine linen which
dyed as well as silk. But now all
trace of the inventor and his work
nas been lost and efforts are being
made to discover both. A wholesaler
when a young man selling goods on
the road, ran upon the inventor at
Long

Pine,

Neb.

Soapweed,

which

covers the sandhills, has been used
for generations by the Indians for
washing purposes. "When the roots
are moistened and rubbed on the
a fine
hands soapweed produces
suds," the wholesaler explained in relating the episode. "The inventor took
me into a wide room where he had
rigged up a handloom and he showed
me the results of his experiments. He
had dried some of the weed and by
bruising It with a hammer had suc
ceeded in separating a large quantity
of fiber. This he had spun into
threads on al old fashioned spinning
wheel and then constructed his loom.
He had several yards ot cloth made
from the product, and uncolored it
bore all the appearance of a fine linen. He also showed me several yards
he had colored to various shades, and
the color 'took' as well as it would
on silk. He said he was then engaged
in inventing a process by which to
separate the fiber from the spears by
machinery."
Building Flats.
Trading flat and apartment buildings in Chicago for land and what not
is an industry which continues to
keep step with the astounding increase in the numbers of flat and
apartment buildings. Some real es
tate men are past masters In the art
of renting for high figures to produce an alluring revenue as a basis
for values inflated enough to warrant
trading for land "at any old price."
Meanwhile, the building of flats continue on an unprecedentedly heavy
scale and if the present activity is maintained for the next two
months it is thought the total building for the year in this field will
come close to the record, despite the
extent to which building has been
slowed up by the labor troubles of the
year. Permits takea out and new
projects announced during the last
six weeks will approximate $7,000,000,
record figures for any such period.
Some of the more important projects
announced during the last week com
prise a $200,000 building, to contain
100 apartments, at Oakwood boulevard and Ellis avenue; a twenty-fivapartment building at Lexington aved
nue and
street, to cost
$80,000; a sixty-fou- r
apartment building at Belmont avenue and Ravens-wooPark, to cost $110,000 and two
eighteen flat buildings at Central
n
Park avenue and Polk street and
avenue and Polk street, to cost
$80,000. During the lull In the movement of land many speculators have
turned to trading as their easiest
method of moving their purchases at
high prices. The unvarnished tales
of some of these transactions reflect
more credit on the imaginative pow
ers than the integrity of both sides,
with occasionally a victim who comes
as a fat sacrifice for a real estate hol(
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Adelaide Wright, Espanola.
Mrs. George Wright, Des Moines.
H. O. Bursum, Socorro.
Casimiro Barela, Trinidad.
H. B. Elwin, Monte Vista.
G. A. C. Bodenhausen,
St. Joseph,
Mo.
A. O. Bodenhausen, St Joseph, Mo.
Coronado.
T. Montoya, Gallsteo.
D. Angel, Galisteo.
A. Roibal, The Pecos.
Martin Shulz, Alamosa.
Juan Sanza Alameda, Gallsteo.
George J. Evans, Waterloo, Iowa.
Robert Sayle, City.
Montezuma,
W. W. Brush, Phoenix, Ariz.
A. J. Connell, Los Lunas.
H. P. Warner, Albuquerque.
F. E. Ferrald, Chicago.
George Ferrald, Chicago.
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
L. Helfrich, Albuquerque.
J. F. Klrkendall, Philadelphia.
A. E. Sundell, Denver.
Walter A. Piers, Denver.
H. Lyon, San Francisco.
H. O. Snyder, Pueblo.
F. L--. Paxton, Chama.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
Jennings D. McLeod, Espanola.
C. G. McQuaide, Chicago.
C. Goddard, Harrison, Ark. '"
William J. Xorden, Socorro.
George Atkinson, Socorro.
M. Zilechewer, Chicago.
John L. Lewis, Panama, III.
SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLOS
HOLD GREAT POW WOW.

They Have Heard Rumors That Clin
ton J. Crandall is to Leave
and They Resent It.
At the pueblo Santo Domingo, forty
miles south of Santa Fe, there was
a great pow-woyesterday. The
chiefs and the bucks met in the estu-fthe clans gathered in solemn conclave, to discuss a rumor that has
reached them that their beloved superintendent, Clinton J. Crandall, is
about to leave them and they protested most earnestly. They chose
the method of the pale faces and
adopted a resolution and forwarded it
in the shape of a petition to the
Great Father at Washington, imploring him not to deprive them of their
counselor, their minister, their protector, the man who understands them
better than any other superintendent
they have ever had before. The petition which shows the child-likconfidence that the Pueblos have in Crandall and the affectionate hold that he
has upon them, is signed by the
chiefs and principal men of the puea,

e

blo.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

Sixty-secon-

d

The following are the time tables
local railroads:

t the

Ho-ma-

iday.

Leave

"A. T. A 6. F. Ry."

8.10 a. m. connect with No
bound. No. 10 eastbound.

S

west

Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
p. m,
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:31
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arriv at San Fe 11:1V
O. &

Hotel Arrivals.

I.

Q. fty.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. tor north.
Arrive 3:06 p. m. from north.
Palace.
R. C. Rankin, Las Vegas.
New exleo Central Ry.
E. D. Raynolds, Las Vegas.
Leave 5:45 p. m., contorts with No.
James V. Bergen, El Paso.
H. R. McGibbon, City.
I east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
Alexander Read, Tierra Amarilla.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Thompson, Es-- from No. 3 east

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

"

panola.

Linen From Soapweed.
Soapweed, the despised adornment
of sandhills and the great desert, was
seized upon by a Chicago man as a

If the blood if poor and

filled with the
poisons from diseased! kidneys or inactive
Uver, the heart is note only starved but
poisoned as well. . There are many conditions due to. impure blood such as
dropsy, fainting spells, nervous debility
or the many scrofulous, conditions, ulcers,
"
wluto swellings, etc. -- All
can be overcome and cured by
fever-sores-

,"

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

This supplies pure blood by aiding digestion, increasing assimilation and im.
parting tone to the whole circulatory system. Its heart tonic and a great deal
mors, having an alterative action on the liver and kidneys, it helps to eliminate
the poisons from the blood.
To enrich the blood and increase the red blood corpuscles, thereby feeding
the nerves on rich red blood and doing away with nervous irritability, take
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and do not permit a dishonest dealer
to insult your intelligence with the " just as good kind." The " Discovery
baa 40ytart of cum behind it and contains no alcohol or narooties. Ingredients plainly printed on wrapper.
Dr. Pierce's Common Seme Medical Adviser is sent frtt on receipt of
stamps to pay expense of wrapping and mailing asf. Send 31 one seat stamps
d
for the French
book. AlrMiTfelt.V Pierce, Bafalo, N. Y.
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in the world produces wool in
large or small quantities.
But setting them all aside, except the
we find that
two largest producers,
Argentina produces more wool than
the entire United States,
pounds, and the labor employed being almost all what is known as
I?on labor, the cost is almost nothing
when compared with the cost of labor
in America. Now turn to Australia
and Oceanica, and we find that they
produce 756 590, 163 pounds; or more
than twice as much as our entire product.
It is unnecessary to say that
the sheep herders out there are the
aborigines or bushmen, and like with
all other Nomads their living costs as
rear nothing as it is possible to make
it.
Oh, but say, the Democratic
s
look at what the populations of these countries use themselves, and then look at the distance
they are from us, and the consequent
freight to bring the wool to America
Well, the population of both comas
bined does not amount to as
the single State of New York, and we
have no idea of the squalid poverty,
of the overwhelming majority of
these people, hence the amount of
their consumption is a mere nothing
Then as
when compared with ours.

try
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Genito-l'rinar-

ADMINISTERED.

D. S.

FURNISHED room, with light, h.
and bath for g nt. This office.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Direction?
for collecting specimens given op
application.

id.

FOR SALE Cabinet grand piano,
good as new. Apply 323 Agua Fna St. State Nat. Bank Bid?., Albuquerque
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Fraternal Societies

TYPEWFt'TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and suj'
plies.
Typewriters fold, exchaJigec
and rented. Standard makes haneMei
All repair work and typewritea guar
antced.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change. Phone 231.
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to the freight, the transportation cost
(
of a ton of wool from the territories
to the eastern seaboard is fully as
JOHN V. CONWAY,
large as that from either of the counCandidate for Superintendent of Schools.
tries referred to. In considering all
the difficulties, the wonder is how our
wool growers keep their business
tention to the Public Schools of Santa
going at all.
X
Fe County.
Aged 39 years.
their
closer
the
profits
Of
course,
DISTRICT ATTORNEY E. C. ABBOTT,
Native of New Mexico.
X
A Veteran Educator.
,
will X
it
hostile
less
legislation
the
are,
Candidate for Judge of the First District.
X
Born in Colfax County.
X
He entered public life early, nnving
take to ruin their business; and the X
Received education at St. XI a taste for politics.
He has served
Democrats seem determined to effect X Michael's
College and Univer- - X creditably and well, two terms as
not been for the
Had
it
ruin.
that
of Captain E. E. Bolton, 23d U. S. InJS member of the
the bill passed X sity of New Mexico.
City Board of EducaX
X fantry.
Age 40 years.
In New Mexico, he was re- veto of the President,
X
Was in hotel business
in X tion, two terms as member
the
and
of the
renegade
Democrats
the
3S
Native of Iowa.
X
peatedly captain of a Santa Fe com- by
seventeen
for
this
S City Council, and eleven years as
years.
city
ConEducated in Kansas Schools. X pany, was. colonel on the Governor's Insurgents in the late session of wool X
Entered public life while yet X County
Superintendent of Public
gress would have driven every
$ Member of Bar in Kansas, X staff and is still an active officer of grower
Schools.
He is a firm believer in the
Mexico and the rest of X in his teens.
In
New
and
Colorado
X
Mexico.
New
the line, who takes part in encampS
X
Served creditably and well Xi best system of American
as
and
Public
of
out
business,
Union
the
Officer of the National Guard. X ments and the National rifle contests
X two terms as City Alderman,
X Schools, and has
well say In the article referred
given the subject of
3S at
you
X
Served in the Legislature.
and
X
two
and
on
Camp Perry.
Seagirt
terms
the City X! education, and of good schools, great
to above;
St
Served as district attorney 38
X Board of Education.
Admitted to Bar.
X' attention and much study, in recent
"Business prosperity is so Inter- X
St
X under three governors.
At the end of the present X years. He has had, as shown
Mr. Abbott read law
his woven with the prosperity of every
under
by his
XI.
3t
as
S.
Assistant
Served
Jt
X year will have served eleven
and
Xj record, considerable experience,
St father in Kansas, was admitted to the established Industry, that the elimina- X
X Attorney.
as
School
X
years
SuperCounty
his administration, while in charge
in Colorado and New Mexico, and tion of the revenue derived from the
St lar
St
Married.
X!
X
intendent.
of the public schools
been district attorney under three
of Santa Fe
sheep industry would mean bankstststststststststststxststxst has
Member of Brotherhood
of .X' County, has been honest, efficient, fair
governors, Otero, Curry and Mills, ruptcy to merchants, would imperil X
X American Yeoman, and Span- - X' and with a view to the best
interests
holding that position at present for the the solidity of many banks, would be
The New Mexican has taken great counties of Santa
Alliance.
of all concerned, namely, the children,
Fe, Torrance and felt in practically every town and vil- X
in
that
nominations
the
Married
to
X
Miss
judicial
pride
July 4, 1904,
their parents, the
Taos.
He was also for two years
the proplage of New Mexico. Take out of X Nellie C. Coombs, of Arkansas X
have been made by the Republican assistant U. S. Attorney.
erty owners and the people generally.
annualderived
circulation
$3,000,000
The party's nomination for
X City, Kansas.
X While in office he has carefully carparty.
A Veteran Legislator.
ly from the sale of wool, $5,000,000
the First Judicial District in the perried out the spirit and letter of the
each
year!
in
the
!n
received
Mr.
Territory
the
Abbott served two terms
son of the present district attorney,
law, and done all he could for the
and
of
lambs, John V.
sheep
As a resident of Red from the sale
E. C. Abbott, is so eminently fitting legislature.
Conway, who appears on betterment, improvement and advanceestate
real
and
business
and
he
values)
has
where
extensive
River,
1!
mining
as
he
that for a time it looked
the list of the Republican candidates ment of the public school system of
recover from the blow fori in
would receive the endorsement of the interests, he represented Taos county would not
this campaign, in Santa Fe county, this county.
industare
other
There
In
and
years.
34th
many
that very ably,
the
legislafor County Superintendent of Public
opposition, and only at the last momMade a Good Record.
Democratic
the
rtes
threatened
by
man who has seen a! His administration has been careful
ent, for "political" reasons solely, It tive assembly. He represented Santa
revenue only, and Schools, is a
of
for
tariff
idea
thirty-sixtFe
in
the
legislacounty
in
the
Con-Mr.
placed an opposing candidate
' and economical, and has from time to
great deal of public life.
tive assembly and there incurred the certainly, no sane business man. no
field.
way is a native of Colfax county, lime been highly commended by the
directone
,
no
interested
Hager-nianGovernor
of
former
workingman,
New Mexico. Was born at Cimarron,
Mr. Abbott was raised and educated enmity
Department of Education
for Abbott has the courage of ly or indirectly in such great indust- January 11th, 1872. His father came Territorial
for his efficiency and accuracy
in a legal atmosphere, his father, Lis
in
wool
of
of
the production
lead- ries as that
as
a
and
convictions
stood
up
to
New Mexico from St. Louis, Mo., submitting school reports, and also
Judge Abbott, being an attorney and er against the attempt of Hagerman in. New Mexico would justify voting
in the early '60's, in the government the business-lik- e
manner with which
having been for several terms judge of to
disrupt the Republican party and for the Democratic ticket."
Mr. Abservice, and made New Mexico his te has thoroughly systematized the
i, district court in Kansas.
friend,
was
your
He
the
leaders.
Truly
its
hom. While in the, then, prosperous public schools of this county. He is
bott was born at Glenwood, Iowa, but disgrace
A. L. MORRISON,
floor leader and his impress on legisin well and favorably known throughof Eilzabethtown,
mining camp
when he was two years old, his parlation was for the public good and
is
now
Colfax
what
he
married
county,
out the county and in the city. He is
ents moved to Kansas where he at for
i
weather
Predicted The
Snow
progress.
Miss
tended the public schools at Sterling,
cloudiness, one ofMaria Paz Valdez, daughter of tetter qualified than ever to perform
e.
bureau
increasing
a
Will
Make
predicts
the leading citizens of that the duties of the office as they should
Lyons, and Garden City, and graduaThere Is no doubt of his elect'on to snow flurries and colder weather. To- section.
After the gold excitement be performed, and there is no question,
ted with high honors from the Kansas the
The
and
mild
sunny.
was
Aragain
day
judgeship and Santa Fe, Rio
bad subsided, he moved to Santa Fe, judging by his
State Agricultural College in 1893.
past record, attainmaximum temperature yesterday was
riba
Juan
and
comprisSan
counties,
Interest In National Guard.
last and for a number of years was in the ments, experience and character, that
69 degrees and the minimum
to
the
ate
Judicial
First
District,
ing
He there began to take that Inter- be
The relative government employ, and then later he will perform them satisfactorily
upon the fact that he night was 32 degrees.
engaged in the hotel business, which if elected, and that the public schools
est in the National Guard which has willcongratulated
runs
still
next
high, reaching 74 bis
be on the bench for the
humidity
eon continued up to four years of Santa Fe county will be more effinever abated. He was major of the seven
per cent last evening.
years.
cadet battalion under the instruction
ago.
ciently and more thoroughly conducted than ever before.
Went to St. Michael's.
John V. Conway received a good A vote for John V. Conway, next
education in private schools in this election day, will be put in the right
city, in St. Michael's College, and in place at the right time, and for the
MINES AND
He light man, for the position of Superthe University of New Mexico.
went in business with his father and intendent of Public Schools of Santa
for seventeen years conducted a hotel Fe County.
and restaurant, in this city, which' Mr. Conway on July 4, 1904, married
Colfax County..
was regarded as one of the most popu- -' Miss Nellie C. Coombs of Arkansas
A complete and detailed survey of
lar and well known hostelries in the City, Kansas, and their home is as
a region about fourteen miles square
Southwest.
For the past four years happy a one as is to be found in Santa
surrounding Raton is now In proghe has given his entire time and at Fe.
ress by a corps under R. B. Robertson, who will make the triangulation
of the field. He is now in the city
bounded today from the low time last lower, at $4.25 to $5.00. A load of
awaiting the arrival of E. P. Davis,
week on the native grassers, practi- 131 head of
smooth pigs
the
'will
who
map
a topographer,
cally everything selling ten to fifteen sold at $4.50 today, plainly a sacrifice.
mining district in this vicinity, after
higher today. Shipments of stockers Cholera fear, and lack of corn are
a similar work at Leadville. A series
and
feeders to the country from Mere given as reasons why so many pigs
similar
monuments
canvass
of white
week aggregated 1,100 car loads, are appearing at the markets.
last
been
have
to the one on Goat Hill
Sheep receipts again approached
containing about 33,000 head, the bigerected on prominent elevations, easiweek of the year in that trade. the record last week, the lotal reachungest
allies
for
many
ly distinguishable
CANUTO ALARID,
Dealers say that prices on country ing 76,000 head.
The market holds
til the snowfall came, which put the
Candidate for Probate Judge.
kinds have touched the lowest point, up weak, for the reason that the demonuThe
party out of business.
and that more money will be required mand from the country is large, and
ments may be painted black if the
to secure them from now on, and buy- sufficient to absorb the bulk of the
so
much
snow covering lasts, for now everypractical ers
and has acquired
generally have arrived at the sipply, while the remainder is not
distance.
will
SS knowledge
of the laws, that it
36
thing looks alike at a short
Age 60 years.
Therefore the de- burdensome to the packers. The run
Raton Range.
X help him greatly in the performance same conclusion.
St
Born in Santa Fe.
mand from the country is at a max- today is 15,000 head, market strong,
an
Colin
as
Probate
X
of
his
duties
Michael's
Judge
X
Attended St.
X intelligent manner.
Moreover, be is imum. Colorado beef steers sell at top lambs $5.90, reservation lambs
lege.
$4.75 to $5.50, some plain steers from from Utah. This is on a parity with
NO CAUSE TO DOUBT
X
Printer for 45 years and X a man of independent character and Eastern
Colorado down to $4.35, range prices paid for these lambs a week
Si Member of International Typo- - X has enough resoluteness to act by him
Jt self without allowing anybody to direct stockers and feeders at $4.00 to $5.35. ago. Second grade lambs bring $5.35
A Statement of Facts Backed by a X graphical Union.
All persons who A feature sale last week was thirty to $5.75, feeding lambs $4.40 to $4.75,
.
Justice of the Peace eignt X or control him.
j X
Strong Guarantee.
X know him, regard him as an honest loads of near good Colorado feeders, feeding wethers around $3.50, feeding
We guarantee immediate and posi- X years.
Fat wethers
President of Board of Edu- - SS and upright man, who, if elected Pro dehorned, 9C0 pounds, at $4.70 to ewes $2.25 to $3.75.
tive relief to all sufferers from con- 3g
$f
and member for several X bate Judge will act with impartiality $4.90, from Mayes & Geery, Timpas. reach $3.60, fat ewes close to $3.15.
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X and judgment and give full satisfac Panhandle yearlings and two sell at Colorado is the main contributor now,
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remedy fails to do this we will return
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Speaks English and Spanish X ted by a good majority in the No cows up to $4 i0.
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.
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The hog supply here iast week was Department of the
X vember election.
X fluently.
Interior,
like
eaten
Rexall Orderlies are
just
X
X ' Married and has children.
68,000
several U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
head, largest for
candy, are particularly prompt and
CATTLE
RUN OF 84,000
months. Receipts at all points are inOctober 10, 1911.
agreeable in action, may be taken at
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any time, day
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cents lower than a week Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who,
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bowel, thus overcoming weakness,
came from the range country than ly numerous today, ten to twenty-fiv- e
U. S. Land Office at Santa le, N. M..
and aiding to restore the bowels to worked in that office, excepting the during any previous week this fall.
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brief
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he
which
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more vigorous and healthy activity, j
other business.
He entered politics Kansas pastures contributed heavily,
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable j
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and
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very
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and ideal for the use of children, old most
with the appearance of frost, which
in the
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for
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first
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This
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always
sufferers from any form of constipa- time he has permitted his friends to selling around $6.00, but range cattle
tion and its attendant evils. That's put him up for a county office.
He as a rule closed the week almost
why we back our faith in them with served as Justice of the peace for steady in all classes., Calves were an
our promise of money back if they do eight years, and also several times as 'exception, closing twenty-fiv- e
to fifty
Three Councilman, and as member of the lower for the week, and stackers and
not give entire satisfaction.
sizes: 12 tablets 10 cents, 36 tablets Board of Education,, being for one feeders below the best kinds also sold
MED THE WOHtO OVER TO CURE A OOLD IM Ol
25 cents and 80 tablets 50 cents. Re--1 year president of that body, and in the a shade under the average of recent
DAT,
member, you can obtain Rexall Rem- performance of these duties he has sales. Today the run 4s 20,000 head,
Always remember the fall name. Look
shown ability, honesty and efficiency. which is several thousand head lest
edies in Santa Fe only at our store
The Rexall Store. .The Fischer Drue He Is a veil educated man; knows than on recent Monday'! and far bethis signature on ever box- - 96e.W
tat
M
i
..f.h
, company, aaz Dan rruuciiwu ov
The market re
j the English and Spanish languages, low expectations.
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MASONIC.

Mcntezumrt
No.

HP

fJ

CHAS. A. WHEELO.W E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

ITtttTftttWf
.ff,
HOLT
SUTHERLAND
&

-

p. m.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Santa Fe ixdge of
Peifection No. 1, 14 th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
New Mexico. the third
Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
WARD

Attorneys
Practice in Ue Distri t Court at
well as before the Supreme Court oi
the territory.
Las Cruces,

C.
O.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Tatrritnrlal Itia rlr- - Ittnrn ,u
Fcotish Rite Masons are cor
Visiting
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
invited to attend.
New Mexico. dially
Vegas,
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Matter.
E. C. ABBOTT
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Attorncy-at-LaVY.

li

Secretary.

Practice in the District and du
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe.
New Mexico

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

2

1--

2

"Bromo QuinlRo"
Tbsfls
Laxativo Bromo Qulnitso

J.

HARRY D. MOULTO'l

D. SENA,

of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are inviteu and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.

Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. beldi
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Eatley first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and befort
r
President
Land Department
C. J. NEIS,
Land grants and titles examined.
Secretary.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office EsUb-cia-,
.

N. M.

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

2379.

.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeoman
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thurs

Practice in all the Courts and Before the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,

days, Fireman's

H. L. ORTIZ.

Attorney

and

Hall.

Counseilor-at-La-

PROBERT

H. Foreman,

A. E. P. Robinson,

Practicing before all the courts
the Territory.
- New Mexlce
Santa Fe

Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Farmer.

Santa Fe Cams
M. W. A.
meets second Tuesday each month, se
cial meeting tUrd
at Elks
Tuesday
Hall. Vistlng nelgn.

13514,

A COMPANY

Investments
Latds, Mines, Bond & Stock.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks ot
Retail Lumber Yard bora welcome.
Merchandise,
and other Businent Opportunities
L. G. WHITTIER, Consul
'
throughout Tao't county.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Bank References Furnished

.....

Taos,

DR.

'

New Mexico.

Santa Fe Camp No.
6673, R. N. A. meets

fourth Tuesday of
each month; social meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'

J. M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE,

DON CASPAR

AVE
Phone, 21 6 Red

Vlsiftlnr

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

Phone, 220 Black

OFFICE HOURS.

1

to 3 P.

HalL
neighbors welcome,
NETTIE VICKUOY,
Oriicla.
FLORENCE RISING.

Recorder.

M.

THE PALACE

HOTELS

AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

f,

is Only Ono

No.

holdt
its regular session on
the second and fourtu
460, B. P. O. E.

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In all thr District Court
Mid give special ut(eit1.,n to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa. N. M

'

j

Lodge

F. & A. M.

7.30.
on the ISth day of Nov., 191!.
H. H. DOR. MAN",
Claimant names as witnesses:
Master
Gonzales, Feruatid z Gon
wiles, Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N. i CHAS. E. UXNEx. Secretary.
M. Jacinto Orti?, of Rowe, N. M
Santa Fe Chapter No.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Regis'er.
convocation second
Monday of each month
Have you Hurnisheo rtooms to Rent?
at Masonic Hall at
A little campaign Wain advertising
7:30 p. m.
In the New Mexican will keep the in
JOHN II. WALKER,
come from your furnished roores from
H. P.
The classified columns are
lapsing.
always looked up closely and it will ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
pay you well to use them.
Santa Fe Commanders
'No1. K. T.
Regular
conclave fourth Mon- t
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

I

MINI

v

1,

communl'
Regular
cation first Monday
of tach uiomh at
Masonic - Hall
a

h

Good-Judg-

N

DR. W. HUME BROWN,
WANTED Fay or tioard at start to
Llearn trades. Automobiles, Electric!'
Dentist.
Over Spitz's .Ir'vflry Store.
by actual
ty.
Bricklaying,
Plumbing,
'
Rooms 1, 2 aM.l ?,.
work on Jobs. Only few months required. No apprenticeship drudgery. Phone Red C.
Office Honrs Sa. in to 5 p. m.
200 sfudens last year.
Catalogue
And by Appointment.
free. United Trade School, Ixjs Angeles.

- 7 yj i

free-trader-

' y

D.

Diseases.

y

THE WA55ERMAN & NOOI CH'
TESTS. SAI.VARSAN "606"

Six room house, with
Lowitzki.

FOR RENT
f:. nature.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

Now

Under the Same Management.

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Large Sample Rooms.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor.

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

&

Furnished rooms ia connection.
222

Su

Francisco Street

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

Electric

Lifkts

G. LUPE KEttEKA, Prep

J"

:

AGE EIGHT

N--

4

THE SANTA

Andrews ".Cash" no.

lanHamnMoa

IE

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

aataassseisases?'

fl.

M.

of the New Mexican as published yesterday, is well received by the friends
of His Grace. This telegram puts a
quietus on the disagreeable rumors
'
circulated by people for a special motive, to discredit the letter addressed
by the archibishop to the people of
New Mexico denouncing the blue ballot attempt to amend the constitution,
Apples Order your winter apples
now, $2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
Uanch. Phone Black 33126.
Miss Ashton desires to announce
that she will teach violin music to a
limited number of pupils, Call at Dr.
Harrison's, Palace avenue.
Las Vegan Weds Here Martin
of Las Vegas and Miss Helen
Quintana of this city were married
here Monday and right after the ceremony left for their home in the Meadow City, where they were given
a
loud welcome with tooting of horns
and beating of drums. The bridegroom is a young merchant of the
Meadow City.
In Search of Deer A. ,T.
Fischer
and P. M. Lienau left this morning
going toward Tesuque where they
will branch off in search of deer. Dr.
s
J. H. Sloan, and several other
have brought home venison
steaks and Fischer and Lienau will
spend three days in an effort to do
likewise.
Team Ran Away Twice A team of
fine horses hitched to a dray became
frightened Saturday night at the
Santa Fe depot and took a hundred
yard dash.
Damages slight. Then
Monday night the same team made a
run, covering about 200 jards,
passing over one switch post and stop
-'

GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1.
For New Mexico Increasing
cloudiness with snow flurries
in east portion tonight or
Thursday; colder in east

MARKET

"EMPRESS FLOUR"

Guaranteed the Best and Whitest Made.

'

M EATS

Best That Money Will Buy

BAKERY

G00DS--TH-

BEST

EATS

fi

fat

Milk and Cream always on hand
Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,

1SS.

Cold rolled steel vault boxes, for
'.
your papers and valuables, $3 at

OF EVERYTHING.

Goe-bels-

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No. L

Telegram Is Well Received The
telegram of His Grace the Most Rev,
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval to the editor

92.. ..Phone.. ..92

HAYWARD'S
WE RECOMMEND

MARKET

TO YOU THE

Del-gad- o

ping at the other.

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN
THE

WoIEV

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW
PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in
an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
--

avi i UUi

-

v

j

PITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE-Perf-

service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

ect

repair-departme-

HAYWARD'S

MARKET

92.. .Phone ..92

The damages were

ajso slight but the driver was brujsed.
The horses are said to have rt'cbme
from a low altitude and the pure air
ci' Santa Fe has exailirated them.
See it tonight at the Elk's. At Turkish Cigarette. It's a good comedy.
They Are Not All in tbe window;
step in and see the entire stock of
ready trimmed, as weil as the latest,
shapes. V. N. Townsend & Company,
the leaders in the millinery art.
Ladies Your attention is called to
the advertisement of "Tbe Toilet
Shop" in today's issue of the New

surance $1,000.
Tonight's program at the
"The Sorrowful Example,"
Cloud's Secret," "Jealous
and "A Turkish Cigarette."

40

40

SAVED

"Red
George,"

Baking Powder

from Page One.

that the first state government

in

New Mexico is going to be organized
by a Republican administration. The
Republican state ticket will be elec- ted by a good majority
and it will
organize a good, conservative, honest
and economical government.
"Most of my life since I was a'
mere boy, has been spent right herej
All I have or ever;
in New Mexico.
I could
expect to have is here.
never leave New Mexico. My home is
here, I love the country, its people,!
mountains, plains and valleys, its
great rivers and broad mesas; its'
blue skies and its health giving sun- -

nt

WILSON

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,
Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
d

pure, Cream of Tartar
Baking Powder
.
.

j

G product

of Grapes-

-

niB'MKnj w

j

shine.
"I want to see New Mexico one of
the great states in the Union, its re- sources developed, its people bappy
and busy, its business and enterprise
prosperous and the man who toil- s:ip any capacity what ever, getting his
share of the good things of life.
"I do not care what may be utter--!
ed against me for my record is clean
and I am before the people openly,
honestly and on a man to man basis,
Wilson Heaters save you 40 per cent
It is no mere honor that appeals to
roe in this campaign such
as the
on your fuel bill by consuming all
election to any office in the first state- the combustible materials and
food campaign at the hands of the
voter snoum oe, out it is an nonest
gases in the coal.
love for this great state of its people
I expect to spend
and of its future.
Guaranteed in every particular, w all the remaining years of my life
here and to build up and prosper and
money back if not satisfactory,
grow with New Mexico and her peo- -

Second-Han-

Second-Han-

Baking Powder

pure,Cream of Tartar

i

DAVID LOWITZKI,

Highest;Cash Price Paid for

I

lv:

1

Elk's,

HEATER

I'M,

f

-

-- 1

5gERS

as-ii's-

"""- -b

;1

receives

PURSE

Orleans.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New Orleans, La., Nov. 1. Edgar
Aviator on His Way From Wilcox to H. Farrar, Jr., son of the former president of the American Bar AssociaTucson in Flight to Paoific
tion, was shot and killed here today
Coast.
TSv Special Leased Wire to New
by two highwaymen.
The latter were
Mexican)
Willcox, Ariz.,
Nov. 1. Aviator captured later.
at
left
here
11:05 o'cIock this
Rodgers
forenoon bound for Tucson, a distance PROLONGED
EARTHQUAKE
r
cf ninety-foumiles. Rodgers, after j
SHAKES UP NICARAGUA.
a gooa nignt's rest, spent two hours (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican:
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, Nov.
tuning up his motor, and after having
received a purse from the Willcox 1. A prolonged earthquake was felt
board of trade, made a beautiful start here at 3:40 o'clock this morning. No
and sped away.
damage has been reported.
mm im
.L
AND SPEEDS AWAY

.

j

.

j

ple

Goods

u-

New Mexico pretty well and I ,be- - TWO HIGHWAYMEN SHOOT
lieve that every man on the Republi- DOWN LAWYER'S SON.
can ticket is going to be elected on
November 7."
Edgar H. Farrar, Jr., Victim of Hold
Up on Streets of New

WEATHER

Dealer iu New and

i

Bake your food with a

HOLM O. BURSUM IS
CONFIDENT OF VICTORY.
Continued

NOVEMBER 1, 1911.

53

I

Mexican.
Hay Barn Burned The large hay
barn at Dona Ana switch, Dona Ana
county, of W. G. Wadley, has been destroyed by fire. About 150 tons of a
falfa stored in it were destroyed. Iu

nim-tod-

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son,
your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

WEDNESDAY,

"The Republican party is the party
The best and most scientifically
of progress and prosperity
and in
New Mexico at this time, it can point
built stove on the market. Let
with pride to its record. Under state
us show you.
government, with the election of 6urj
own officials and with the impetus
which statehood will give in every
line, the Republican
party catt do
irany times what it has done in the
past, to insure that under statehood;
we shall prosper as never before.
EASY PAYMENTS.
H
"I feel that I know the people of

,.

......

j

New and

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Second-Han-

JAMES

j

C. McCONVERY,

I

PHONE 56 BLACK.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Santa Fe Hardware
CASH OR

&

"

""i

j

Supply Go.

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
hone. Black 204.

::::

415 Palace Avenue.

"

taaaBBfM'JIM

,

I5UK3UM and McDONALD looking; for votes. HATHA N
SALMON 9 "The Big Stoffe," looking: for customers, in which
he has captured as many buyers for his Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Suits as any candidate has been promised votes.
be at all anxious about your looks when
yOUasneedn't
you are here, if we clothe
Correct

you go away from home in our clothes. You'll be just as w
style such as you find here, the kind

you.

i

riii;J

in any city in the world

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
are specialists in, always look correct wherever you wear it. If you are
particular about your clothes ; if you want not only correct style, but the right
kind of quality in fabrics, and the right kind of tailoring, then you want these clothes.
You'll appreciate the services we are rendering you when you come to look at them. We're entitled to your thanks for getting together the sort of goods we have here. Even if
you buy your
FOR YOUR NICE PARTY DRESSES
clothes somewhere else, its worth something to you and to every man in this town to have such a
chance to look over a lot of good clothes such as these.
CALL ON OUR DRESSMAKER.

YOUNG MEN'S STYLES A SPECIALTY

We know what the young fellows like in clothes; we've made a special effort to
provide the kind
of style they want ; not freakish, extreme
things, but styles and models
which gentlemen want, young looking.

Suits, $ 8.00 and up.
1

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Overcoats, $ 1 6.50 and up.

,t:

MRS. VERNE, WHO IS RATED
TO THE VERY BEST WORK-MAN- S
H I P.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
incx-XH-aM- MI

AT

MODERATE

PRICES

